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I)aburab Ettenieno
PADUCAH. KY., WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 27, 1907

VOL. XXII NO. 126

BRYAN EXPLAINS
WANDERED A WAY FROM HOME
THAT ROOSEVELT AND RETURNED WITH THROAT
IS NO DEMOCRAT CUT---SLIGHTLY BEWILDERED
Sage of Lincoln, Guest of Honor
at Banquet, Attempts to Answer Question What is a Democrat to Washington Hosts
in After Dinnner Speech.

SPEAKS

•0

6

AT

A

MASS

Mr. Ashley Robertson Was Absent
Twenty-Four Hours and Had
Strange Experience.

His Ideal
Chicago, Nov. 27.--Col. l'apk Marsh-all Hardesty, from at Mellon of the
state of Kentucky to the jury en
known, cams yesterday to Chicago to
seek the owner of a face that had appealed to him from the label of a
Dottie that bad contained a certain
brand of rye whisky. The colonel
found the Niue, but he also found
that it was the iiroperty of another.
Miss Bonnie Delairio, 1462 Roscoe
street,swas the original. The colonel
went to that address and,sought the
glre
lie found that she was the
wife of Leo Durkhart and that his
dream of happiness was at an end.

Washingten, Nov. 27.—W4lleam J.
Bryan was -last night tendered a banquet and reception by The Unked
Democracy of the District of Columbia." Five hundred. Dernoorats Partook of the theete dolier dinner SW
more than double that nrumber perttelpated in the reception and feast
of oratory which followed. The
speech of Bryan like half a deeee
erharter otter; to his praise whiee preceded it, afforded an opportunity for
repeated and contieued deniotestraMons of politest accord and personal
regard far the guest of honor.
Mr. Bryan utilized the oseatifern to
set forth at length the closely rem
atoned analogy bet ween tlre melees of
President Roosevelt and those lie believes should be edepted in the adrel TI*teat ion
of the government.
From this view point Brysn's speech
was regarded by the Democrats who
heard it as a deeidellly importast ana
timely party deliverance.
.L' flzyain ambient
Point of View" and his speech conpistol of niustnatioate of the differonce in the pein.t of view from ebich
questions are examined. He proceeded to point out things whet the
president has borrowed, Demoeratic
iu.ôcjoneDernocrate doctrines which
he has advanced. Therm are: Railroad regu'ation; enforcement of laws
against trusts; adnocacy of income
tax; recommendation of arberetion
in labor dispute.. Here Mr. Breen
mot, are four pole:ties Which the prom
weetst has endonsed wee% are die
Limey Dernocratle, and vehieh were
were being urged by the DemocraCe
party for from five to twelve year*
before Pres:dent Roosevelt ever saki
a word In thee' favor, anti it is a
nificent fate that they are the very
things that. hi/ N'S given him popularity.

QUIET TOMORROW STREET CAR STRIKE IS OFF
IN ALL LINES OF IN LOUISVILLE; MEN VOTE TO
RETURN UNCONDITIONALLY
WORK IN PADUCAH
Stores, Schools, Shops, Banks,
Postofrice and Public Offices'
Will Be Closed in General
Observance of Day—Servvices at Churches.
FOOTBALL IN THE Alr`TERNOON

MEETING
With his clothing covered
thought of it until yesterday afterwith,
blood from a knife wound in thm mime when his father came to the
neck, Mr. Ashley Rebertsore a well eity and reported that his son was
known citizen. appeared at his home not at the farm. Mrs. Robertson- be
al Ninth and Clay streets this morn- (Name alarmed, and informed the poing at 7 o'clock after having been llee, but all searcb for hen was unavailing, until he came home with
unaccountably absent 24 hours.
Mr. Robertson resigned SP,era. the wound in his throat.
He said he met a party of hunters
months ago as a member of the erhool
board from the Second ward and was yesterday afternoon In the woods
sent to the amium at his own re- beyond Lang park and that they took
quest, as he feared that he was losing his knife awiry from him and cut his
his mind. After remaining at the in- throat. He said that when he came
stitution several weeks he retuenen to himself It was dark tend he was
home and was believed to have been unable to find his way out of the
permanently cured, but recently be woods until daylight Chi9 morning.
came worse again, but was not
Mr. Robertson's unfortunate condithought to be in a: dangerous condi- tion is deeply deplored' by his many
tion. Yesterday he Met tas home. friends aid a clove watch wile be
seeing he believed he welted go to his kept on his movements until he refather's Mem in the county for a fee covers front the dementia. which is
days' rest and nothing more was believed to be only temporary.
•

DELAYER BY DERAILMENT
A deraftmeat of fourteen care of a
freight train at McHenry station,
above Central City, late night caused
passenger No. 103. from Lmtisville,
duo to reach Padrab at 4:45 a. m.,
to be seven -hours late. A like accident last Saturday at Graham's, es
few melee above McHenry, outset a
delay of alertitat hours. The derailment last Welt was (111104-0 by a
flange braskiag. while the traie was
run/ling at a Mow opted.

Thanksgiving will be observed tomorrow in Paducah mote strictly than
it ever has been before. All the retail stores will close, and, of course,
the banks, postoffice, where usual
holiday hours will be observed, the
railroad shops anti most city tied
county offices most of the manefecWring concerns and all other enterprises.

Has Lasted Twelve Days and
MRS. BRADLEY
Caused Unusual Amount of
SAID SHE MIGHT Rioting and Blood Shed,
BLOW OFF HEAD Without Doing Any Good.

Washington. 'Nov. 27.—Arobibald
Livingstone, a clerk
in Senator
Brown's office at Salt Lake, testified
today in the Bradley murder case,
that when Mrs. Bradley, in 1e06.
asked if be thought Brown would
marry her, received a negative opinion, she said, "He'll have to, or I'll
blow hie head off."
Witness admitted misleading Mrs.
Bradicy, in many things, because the
truth would have hurt Brown, and
witnese' ,position. Other Salt bake
witnesses ttesttfied that they coneidered Mrs. Headley sane.

Judge Morris Administers Rebuke to Arthur Goebel and
Powers' Brother in-Law for
Following Sheriff.

Louisville, Ky., Nov. 27.----The
strike of 750 union employes of the
Louisville Street Railway eomparey
sees called off by a vote taken by the
men last evening. The men made no
conditions, acknowledged theme-Mee
beaten, but the °niches of tire etine
pane announced that they will etre
School closes for the week tonight.
pko the strikers who apply as inThe Sun will get out a noon edidividuals and wbo have not been imTHE ENFANT DAUGHTER OF
tion, gieing all the news of the day
plicated in acts of violence during
MR. AND MRS. HOLLAND DIES. up to that time. Since the hdedey
he strike. The strike lasted twelve
Is being observed everywhere else as
days and was marked by two severe
Tee two-months-old daughter of well as here, there will be little news.
collisions between large crowds of
Mr and ilre. J. W. Holland, of 1125 velem in the nature of some calamity,
.sympathizers and the police, aside
North Twelfth street, died y esterday In which event The Sun will be in
front smaller affairs.
morning at 7 o'clock. The enamel shape to handle the news as it comes
The number of persons injured as
was this afternoon at 2 o'clock. The
result of these cheesea is estimatod
bueal was In Oak Grey. eantate).
Many of the churches will have
st 30 and the number of arrests
spec la it serviette. Nee t )ear, it Is an
made total INO.
a movement will he instiThe POWII'144 Crete,
Chicago. Nov. 27.—Weston reachtuted to have union Theektigiviag
Georgetown. Ky., Nov. 27. apesweeless
saythem d'110,ren k ed_ _Ciskei:O.liessettel._ Ile
e'eleek
1._=.1aowene
tomer; withdrew__
this teeming amid cheers, and a motion to discharge the soeond
places.
- venire. Deneetratic
Tomorrow morning tlie First Ores- complett-d his trip to the trueliness Grant county
In a collisetn this mernieg 1,,-t
byteritate the First Christian. Grace center from Fifty-first street during juror Price quit the box. Judge Mora Third street ear, hi charge of Motor
ris administered a severe rebuke to
Mpiseopal, First Bapest ante Cuniber- the meeting.
man "14ttive" Neil:Janie and a women
TM:emends lined
the sidewalks both sides for the part taken
111 land Presbyterian churches will have
at Third and
Washington, streets
as moping the jurors, seeing had
he
aerviees at the usual' hours. At night and cheered the aged pedestrian
Sate uel 11rem t 121 1 South Seventh
Michigan avenue. known it, he would have ordered
the German Lutheran and German he walked down
street, driver of the , wagon, was
in addi- the arrest of Arthur Goebel anal W.
Evangelleal churches will have ser- ',Me entire mounted force,
thrown out and sustained a broken
tion to 250 patrolmen, escorted him,
Green. Powers' brother-In-law,
vice*. Sunrise prayer meeting will
collar bone and Retire Bryant. his
keeping back crowds. His time from for following the sheriffs around.
be held at the Mechanicsburg Mettle
COTS panicle, wets
bruited and susdays, 19 hours. The work of tweeting the jury was
octet cirnrch. foie-wed by an Old Portland was 24
tained a sprained ankle. Neither the
Forty years ago his record was 25 itontirreed this afternoon.
Folks' prayer meeting at 2 o'clock
erre nor the write t 71 was da unwed.
days, 22 hours and 40 minutes.
and services at 7:30.
Bryart was ariverg across the truck
Has record in his two famous
gialoontueu .%rrested.
At the Kentucky avenue Presby- walks are:
when the collision occurred.
Chicagu. Nov 27
Eight galore,
terian the Christian Endeavor society
1e67—le-ft Portland, Me.. Oct. 29. keepers were arreated last night
will have sunrise prayer meeting.
tire
5 p. m. longest day's trip, S2 tharged with lusting violated
Friesen (laic? Suspends Minium
Tomorrow afternoon a football miles. Arrived in Chicago Nov. 2ie Sunday clueing ordinances. The earSan Franeemo, Cal., Nov. 27.-11111
sixty days' leave of absence having game will be played at League park 14) a. m. Age, 284 years. Distance rants were sworn to by attorneee for
the Chicago Law and Order beague.
expired, former Chief of Police Ditnan between the (Memo and the Cairo. 1,230 miles.
1907—Left Portland, Mee Oct. 29, The arrests followed a conference
reported for cinty thin morreog to Ill., team. Many limiting parties
Chief Slimy. He was 'notified that he have been, organized, and other 10 a. m. Longest day's walk, 95 3-10 between representatives of the league
had been reduced to rank from tier- amusements planned for the re- miles. Arrived in Chicago Nov. 27, and municipal judges, Newcomer
11 a. m. (estimated). Age, 68% and Beeler. The prisoners were re
pont to corporal mei was then sus- mainder of the day.
'leased on bonds of $300 each and
Mrs. Turner will talk to the chil- years. Distance, 1.230 miles.
pended front the force until le,r,ai &their cases set for tomorrow mornMalmo; are reached on the chargee of dren in the public library tornorow
INTERSTAXE. REDMAN IS
ing.
cone I)frac"- and
perjury
pendione afternoon at 4 o'clock.
ISSUED Elltl‘l THE PRESS.
against hint.
The city and freight offices of the
I. a railroad and of the N.. C. & St.
lhe Interstate Rednrati is the name
SHEET METAL WORKERS
L.. will be closed, all day Thanksa new Padneah publiestien Masted
of
ENGAGE IN EISTICUFF. giving.
today by J. .f. Freuntilich, district
Sam Schofield. the Mayfield negro,
organizer for the order. The paper
It. L. Wilhite and Ed Love, sheet
chsrged by inmates of a dinarderly
Is four-co:main folio aril is printed in house
iron workmen employed at the Foe.in that city with being a bootrod ink.
lor-Wolfe shops on Broadway, enlegger, was dismissed at his prelimigaged in a fierce fight yesterday afnary hearing before W. A. Gard net,
The Rev. G. T. Sullivan artd family GREAT SUFFERING FROM
ternoon and Love was badly beaten
j United States commissioner. esi.t,
Paris.
will
arrive
this
evening
from
sTORAIS IN MA(
SEA.
up by Wilhite's fists. The men ourTenn., and will be at the parsonage,
rendered to the police and the trial
109 North Seventh street. The laNov. 27.—AeConstantinople,
of the case will be heard Saturday.
dles of the Broadway Methodist tcording to reports received here, reLove being unable to attend court
church will have dinner served for mot storms on tee Black Sea remitttoday.
them and the parsonage in attraetive ed in terrible suffering and 'great lose
Mr. John G. Hinkleif left this morn
order to welcome them.
Among disastees Is the tog for Santinsk-y. Ohto, Is reermense
of life.
The Rev. H. B. Terry will arrive foundering off Eregli, Asia Minor. of to a message that his mother. Mrs.
this weellato assume the pastorate of the steamship Kaplan. when 110 per- (ark' Rinkleff, died this morning at
the Thiri street Methodist church. sons on board perished.
1:30 of stomach trouble. Mrs. RinkHis daughter Katherine has been el
leff had been sick a week, but was
of pneumonia. thought not to be serious, and her
death came as a sad surprise to Mn-,
Rinicleff. The burial will be Friday
morning at Sandusky.

WESTOF ARRIVES
AT DESTINATION
BEATING RECORD

SON SAVES WOMAN 'THIEF WILL HAVE STREET CAR AND
WAGON COLLIDED
WHO ATTEMPTED TO BACON ON TABLE
KILL HIM IN BED ON THANKSGIVING
St. louts, Nov. 27.--Covered with
his life's blood, Phillip Snieh. 22
years oil, saved he mother's tire
adter she had tried to kill elm. The
mother. Mrs. E. B. Smith,. who is believed to he Insane, early today crept
kit', her mites 'PO0111 and cut his
threat from ear to ear. He struggled
with bee. bet lost strength and sato
escaped from him and mitered to a
cistern. Her son followed and held
her front funrping in the water until
aid came The woman was teem to
a hospital. The son will recover, but
is now weak from ;ors of blood.

Bacon will probably tte on the
Thanksgiving menet at the home of
some Paducah burglar tomorrow if
Mr. Burglar is so fortunate as to
have one, as a large quantity of the
meat was stolen from a car standing
on the sweet at the company's wareletente near Second and Washington
streets last nicht.

The burglars entered the car by
breaking tee seal and. prizing open
the door of the refrigerator oar.
While a large hole was made in the
pile of meat near the door, how
much was stolen will not be known
until the company 'trivet's and
The speaker then conevideredi the
cheeks the meat today.
Democratic doctrinee white he paid
The burglary was reported to the
the president has not endorsed. Sumpolice and an investigation is being
marized these are:
St. Petersburg, Nov. 27. — The made by the department today.
The election of senators by a direct derma decreed that the title of autovote of the people; independence of crat, which has been borne by, the
the Peildievinets and tariff reform.
emperor of Russia for tersturiest, is no
Bryan thee called attention to longer tennele within the
Roseate
what he termed "some very tin-Dern- state and is Ineirnpateilie with the
oeratic doctrines, which the prese- .rest:me inatumerated by the in an
dent has tronouuced." First of these honed by Emperor Niehalog on OctoIs "national iacor poration, of rail- ber 30, 1905. At the ettise of a reat
roads and other interstate commerce. constitutional debate the Russian
corporations. -and this is in titre with parliament by a vote of 112 to 246.
the school system in California. Dam- rejected- the word "auttocrwt."
treats heriet neon the -metognetion of
the rights of the state over demervtic
affairs. The ship subsidy Ir another;
Springfield, Iii.. Nov. 27.—The prian &met curerency a third, and
mary election conference committee
fourth, a military spirit retiredly out
today agreed and reported to the senMetropolis, II!., Nov. 27.—(Speof harmony with Mallootaialtic Melts
ate, that, body adopting their report
man
young
Mann,
the
cial.
and Democratic ideals."
by a vpte of 42 to 4. Presidential
with criminally asoaottling
Mr. Bryan took up each of theta charged
electors and delegates to the national
ago,
rarious points ansi dissected them in Mary Robinson a few nights
conventions are eliminated from the
vette court
accordance with his owe Mews and waved examinetien in
bill. Precinct commiteemen conheld
to
the
was
the policy of his party. Ho praised this morning. and
stitute the county committee anti
bond, of $1,000.
the preaktent for adopting certain grand limy under
county committeemen will hold and
Democratic menswear, anti criticised nts father, Eresst Mann, Thomas select delegates to the congressional
being his
him for rejecting others. He was Stewart and L R. Sturgis
and state conventions, the latter two
jury meets in to
glad to note the growth of reform bondsmen. The grand
elect delegates to the national con.
not able vent
sentiment in the Republican party', January. Miss Robinson was
ions and the state conveution to
Smithland. Ky., Nov. 27. (Speto attend the hearing.
formulate the plettoim.
but thought it slow.
cial.)—After five days' illness of
Two couples were married here toThe Democratic members of the
The speaker proceeded to Mecum
Washington. Nov. 27.—R. F. Duck- pairabels. Mr. J. B. Fester, one of the
the d4fferenCe between the RCVS bli- day. Themes Thompson.. a_bleek- conference committee signed a mi- worth, of Atlanta, Oa_ chairman of best known farmers of Livingston
Miss
Lola
Paditetah. and
nority report in the form of the Mcceamty, died last night at his horns
es:a and Democratic points of view smith of
city, were mar- Goorty ameedment and presented it the legislative committee of theeNaof government, which in brief was Dearers, of the same
15 nri'ree from here. He did a haTizi
union.
and
C.
T.
LadHanel
Farmers'
Liggett.
to the house.
that Democrats berieved the govern- ried by Magistrate
attorney for the. day's work Thursday lest, and awoke
son.
consulting
DumJenkins
and
Cornelia
T. O.
A new order now in effect inmerit shooki be as ne-ar the people as
The senate
passed Alen's deep union, met President Roosevelt and the next morning paralyzed ire his
Princeton, Ky., were also
possible and want federal remedies ber, both of
waterway bill with the emergency Secretary Contelyou by appointment legs. He grew rapidly worse until creases the tonnage cif freight trains
added to. not substituted for state married.
clause by a vote of four to two, and at the executive office and &focussed the end. Among his children are Mrs. between Padtecab and Prince-ton from
Charles Retter, 1711 Medition street. 1,100 to 1,200 tens to 1,600 aim
retnecees. These be considered di.
the state treasury interest bill.
remedies for timartal depreesion.
emeetler teenage being
to the Republican
rectly opposed
House Refugee to Concur.
After the interview, Maser?. Duck- Paducah; Mrs. E. R. Croodtoe. Little 1,800 tons, the
THE WEATHER.
view. The position of the two parties
After a session of three hours the worth and Ladsen issued a statement, Cyprees, and 0. L. Poster, a hard- handled' only by second clam freight
as to trusts, tariffe. regulation of
house voted by 84 to 33 not to con- in which they expressed their sat* ware dealer of Carrie-111e. The funeral trains with a 'manifest keeling.
An extra engine will be emptied
railroads and arbitration of finances
cur in the report of the conference faction at the fact thet the views of took place today at the Bliley Bluff
to push the trains carrying increased
were considered in detail. In concommittee. The house
passed
a the president and the views of the cemetery.
tonnage over Iron hill. The increase
Vittelon he said: "The time is ripe
Joint resolution which was adopted president ens' ithe views of the NaIn tonnage is made possible gime the
for a Democratic appeal to the Demoby the senate, to adjourn until Jan- tioral Farmers' union, would probaengines have heen nessetived ane
new
cratie sentiment of the country. There
uary 14.
union'
that
the
wetted
bly coincide acid
Put in commission on this run, tee
is no doubt that a ',ewe majority ,if
pursue its own campaign methods ti.
!writer cif the old runs being used to
the people take a Democratic rather
Deep Waterway,
-urge members of congress to act.
haul the :second deep trains.
Springfield, Ili., Nov. 27.— Deep
than an, aristocratic, view of governTreaeury
Csortelthe
Secretary of
water legislation cattle In earnest to- you a-mrsouneed today that 90 per
ment and of SCYCiety. All that IV
have to do is to convince the people
day when the senate passed, without cent of the money paid for the $50,the emergency clause, the
that the party own be trusted, to he
Allen- 000.000 of Panama bonds woole be
Lantz navigability bill empowering redermeited with the banes subseribDemoceatie if entrusted with powers.
the governor and attorney general to ing. This means that of the $510,I believe that in coming to congress
Lexington, Ky., Nov. 27.—Geo.
proceed to remove all obstructions 000 000, the treasury will reireive the
our Democratic mentors and repreRoger D. Williams has revolved
from the Des Plaines and
sentetives will prove themselves equal
1111-nola use of only $5,000,000 in cash. For
letter front Governor-elect Walloon
„rivers. While the senate wait enact- thts the government will pay 2 per
Washington, Nov. 27.—Guests and stating that Mr. Welltion approve* of
to the task hemmed upon them and
ing this bit of legislation the holies cent Interest ($100,000) on the whole members of the wedding party have the Mate not ordering out the troops
With the
demonstrate principle-Fe
sent to a second feeding another bill ammett. or 20 per cent on the actual assembled for the marriage of Mies for the inauguration, as the military
untied wetly we can tare a divided
Introduced by Lantz providing that amount of cash P will have.
Edith Root, to Lieut. la 5. Grant. fund Is exhausted, and he demi not
oppottitton ansi. enter the campaign
no dam or othe•r obetruetion shall be
III., at the biome of the bride's par- think the state 'Mould exceed the epwith the lawuranee of victory."
Mitred In, either of these waterways
ents this afternoon. at .4 o'clock. It ee/deletion'. The cadets, of the State
gpoke at Labor Meeting.
without express authority from. the
will be elaborate. Many gifts were College and Kentucky_ Military Melt
Weetirl-nitlO% _Nov. 27.--Wti1iam
received.' among Mem a
painting tuft,- and tire sacilers of the Franklettu tenieet. except' fair in es- legirlature.
Bryan and "Samuel (-tempers. of the
Actien came immetilatelt, after
from the Roosevelt's of the eolith fort militia company will probably
Arnerecan Federation of Labor. were trente east portion. Warmer. ThursSt. I liiw. Nov. 27.--Wheat, 93; portico of the %trite house, where furnish the only military. display at
* mass,day mite Highest teniperreure yes. Gov. Denote, had laid before the body
the principal epaakers
'
hit special message on the subject. 00
the courtship began.
61 crate, 40.
the inatifelalient ,
terday, 60; lowest today. 38.
meeting here.
relrn

NO LONGER AUTOCRAT

HOUSE REFUSES
TO CONCUR WITH
SENATE ON BILL

ED MANN HELD

J. B. FOSTER DIES

MISS EDITH ROOT
AND U. S. GRANT
MARRIED TOM

RAIN

SCHOFIELD DISMISSED

MINISTERS ARRIVING

FARMERS' UNION
OFFICIALS MEET
WITH PRESIDENT

,,,I ir-4
.. „.....-.........-

TEN CENTS PER WEEK

Grain
i3 Market.

FREIGHT ENGINES _
MUST PULL HEAVY
LOADS HEREAFTER

WANTS NO MILITARY

MRS. CARRIE RINKLEFF

RUFUS WARD DIES
Rufue Ward. fnernerly of Murray
and Padsesele died at Hopkinevgle
this afternoon of typhoid fever. Mr.
Ward weg about 30 years did and
leaves a wife, formerly MISS Carrie
Holten, of Murray. and two small
children. He was a welt known ineuranee agent with offices in Hopkins'yule, Judge Thomas P. Cook. of the
Third judicial dieeriet. who is a
Ivrotheren-law of Weird. was. here this
afternoon en route to Hopkinsville to
attend the funeral.

DR. NEWELL'S FUNERAL
The funeral service of the' Rev,
Thomas .1. Newell, D. D.. was hold
this morning at Browierrille, Tenn ,
between 7 anti 8 o'clock. Dr. Newell
was the pastor at Browmoine when
the Methodist church there burned
and he was inetrumeneal, in its rebuilding in less than a year, so R was
especially appropriate anti the church
desired it that the last service for
him Mimed be from that f-hitrch. He
was buried today at 2 o'clock at
Paris. Tenn.. where he was oleo the
Iteleved pastor for four years and
where his daughter, Mrs. Richard
Duniap, Brea A number of minieters
tife Memphis'conference were erase
tint to pay tire tart Mr
Sind Mee service .iree uuri
one,

airelinilliprolliffienallarliternesweete7teremseivostertere
SAGE TWO

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

WEDNESDAY, NOS'S:SHIER

OLD MONEY

Give Us a Share of
Your

COMING 01 I oF HIDING PLACES,
IN SOCK:. AND DEEP HOLES.

INSURANCE=,

Need Medicine?

MINNIMMEN=1.

E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS

I

Phone 35s.

Bits of Script Bring Prenslunt at
Local Retail Store—Gold ewes
That Ate Dirty.

For Women's Ills

,

'When you need a medicine for women's ills, we
urge you earnestly to take Cardui.
Cardui is a woman's medicine. It is not for men,
nor even for such women as do not suffer from any
of the ills peculiar to women.
It is not a cure-all, but a genuine medicine, of
real scientific value in certain forms of disease—the
diseases to which only women, are liable.
Hence, you should take Cardui,if sick, when you
feel that you are suffering in this way, and you may
take it in perfect safety and in confidence.

Phone 765.

Mrs. Bettie Arp, of Menlo, Ga.,
writes: "I have been using Cardui
with the greatest benefit. I was
troubled with female complaint for
twelve (12) months. The doctors
treated me for four months. They
did me but little good, so I took Cardui and I believe it saved my life."
Sold by all druggists. Try it.

The money /stringency le bringing
out all sorts of quaint coins,
that bears the unmistakable ma: I 6
of dirt, showing that it has been
buried. paper money with the odor s'
old sux aud odd silver of every .1.
an/a BETTIE ARP
scription. One man in paying fur l
Menlo,Ga.
purchases
Brodettray
at
one
store
this
.
forts, and the flower garden and its
eilamart
week
tendered
some
script
small
,
Write for Free 64-page Book for Womst..tivisa 117M9tOrna.
ocoupants are amide to play their
treatment and valuable Dints on diet,exerFREE BOOR ciees, home
most important part. The garden change. He had a fire-cent WI'
etc. Sent free, on reeteautsrulti warmer. byntill
prepaid.
Address:
Department, Tho
Ad
itself is fairy-like and enchanting. ten, fifteen, twenty and twenty- .
FOR LADLES Chattanooga MedicineLadles'
Company, Chattanooga. Team.
Its luxuriant foliage. and tropical cent bill, and they were readily
cepted. Some of the clerke in it..
111.81.11r1
plants and flowers of gorgeous and
'r varied
colons are suffi':en lb da.1.:le teleablishment wanted them and paall
• Dandy Dixie Minstrels.
la( eye and bew lier ths ses.d.s with a premium for them. It is safe to
The Dandy Dix,* minstrels next thtir splendor aid penetrateg !Set:- say this ks the first paper money of
less than the dollar denomination
Friday will be presented at the Ken- fsste TS-n agile , in aid Out among
for some time in this vicinity.
seen
tucky. a genuine all-colored mins- this sea of Oriental coke nue iuxtrel aggregation known as the "Dan- uriousness there appears a numnci
a.tat."a-taaa' staa-ta -A
a'a YaeStaSt
dy Dixie Minstrels.- The company of young and levely maidens wite a.
has been accorded the indorsement rival in lasatit,y of face amt figore the
MAYFIELD.
of both white and colored patrons rsagnificance and charm of their eswherever presented In the south. In qoisite surroundings.
Tha • whole
eta
fact the notices front the soutbern scene biases with irridesceut grantpress are most commendatory for the our in the brilliant subtlest. It is
Burglars got leery in Mayfield Monexcellence and cleanliness of the per- into this vortex of sensuous creative day
night and tssoke into the coal
that the innocent and guileless Paiiformances by this company.
office of Delbert Geloutn, west of the
fai
is lured by Klingsor, intent upon
The Tampa, Fla.. Daily Times. of
freigte depot, and then made an atFebruary 1•. contained the following his moral downfall. And yet we see
tempt to prise open the *south end
how this noble youth is enaeted to
notice:
door of the freight depot.
Washington, D. C.. Nov. 27.--The lleft," cried the president.
resist
all
allurements
the
"One of the best minstrel performand tetuptamay look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
Entrance to Mr (lillurn's office was newest
method of dispensing federal
Vacancies Vanish Fast.
ances ever seen in Tampa was that eons that beset him. How, even whin
effected by breakieg the game in the patronage
precedes a storm." Prepare for the stony in your
was exemplified by PresiAnd so it went. Senator Kittredg
of the Dandy Dixie minstrels, who the arch temptress. Kundry, now
window. The roe top desk was prized dia-it
life—for the time when you will need money—there
Roosevelt. There is nothing sendoffs auditor of the interior deappeared at the Tampa Bay Camino transformed into an enchantress of
open and somewhat damaged and a complex
or Mark:ate In the prbeesi, partment and a bank examiner, %virile
Saturday night. Owing to the ex eondrous beauty and voluptuousness,
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
tin box containing about $3 secured. elsieh eqrssists
in the !linnets expe- Senator Gamble played the long slip
celience of the show, the perform- is powerlese to attract him. We sec
of the future.
The box, which was lockett, was dient
of drawing lots or tossing a for an internal revenue collector and
ance will be given tonight. Hun- these two arch demons. frustrated in
taken out by the burglars and bung- coin.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
a district attorney.
dreds of white people enjoyed the their evil machinations, at last reed open. It vsas found by Officer AlWe pay 4 per cent interest on all savings acSerators Gamble and Kittredge,
The honors, however, were with
performance Saturday night as much sort to physical
violence, fearful
britton. Waldrop amid 1)elbert Giltum both
of eolith Dakota, have been at Mr. Kittredge, and he names the re
as did the colored people in the gal- that Parsifal shall escape them.
counts
if left with us six months or longer.
behind some logs Dear the It. T. swords'
lery."
paints poltticiely for a
j‘q•.ty of Soeth Dakota federal
Klingtoor hurls the sacred lance at
Na'right tobacco barn in a detatedrated
time. They are Republicans. but pointees.
the head of the valiant youth. It
coedit Ion.
each has sought to eliminate the
fails
strike
to
miracuously
him
but
"Parallel."
le°
Polite officers have been working
other from the snaps of potalcs with Headache. and Neuralgia From test.
remaine suspended over his bead
One of the most striking and beaufor a clue since eartiy in the morning the result
l'arsifal grasps the holy relic and
that whee both IStMi Eire Ii LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine, th
tiful features in the spectacle of
with it makes the :Sign of the crows but have so far failed to find any-- the e?nate all federal appointmenta world wide Cold and Grip remedy re
''Parsital" weeds COMPS to the Kenthing.
have been tied up.,
A loud crash of thunder is heard
moves cause. Call for ful_k,name
lucks S nrdgyia the.linsteregazdett
For the past two Weeke Chief Mn-, --PresidenP
and me mare castle ertenbles Into
s Jeite -Bears Welt.
L601 Tdr algtiature E. w:Grove. 25c
scene with its fascinating flower]
Nutt
states
that
cars
box
efintainieg
ruing,: the flower garden and all it
At lo o'clock Senators Gamble tend
xuaidens. This garden, is the creacontains ts turned Into an Arid waste. merchandise have been entered and Kittredge met in the president's office FLURRY
MAY FREE PRISONER.
tion of KlIngsor for the deliberate
will be Neither knew the other was to be
and KlIngsor disappears forever. hereafter a (loser watch
purpose of seducing the Knights of
pissed
around
that
section.—Me
ssenthere.
the Holy Grail from their lives of Kundry is overwhelmed with fright ger.
Los Angeles _Police Unable to Pay
and horror, while Parstfal, holding
"Gentlemen." Mr. Roosevelt Said,
rectitude and holieess. But it is in
Rail Fare From New ()Hearse.
aloft the holy spear, reveals a strikdetermined
have
"I
upon a simple
the attempted destruction of the soul
Musical Sensation,
Breaks
the
Record.
der training for only three weeks.
-method of settling your differences.
New Orleans. Nov. 27. -Scarcity
of the hero himself. Parsifal. where ing picture of triemphant good over
Probably the largeet hoe ever
Milwaukee has a genuine musical Already Vilma takes vesh ease the
evil.
In
baud
one
a
hod
long
I
piece
Of
of money to defray the expenses and ,itensation in the person of
Elingsor puts forth 11
breught to Mayfield to sell was Tuesyitnia high F, %elect was the summit of
paper. in the other I hold a short the numerous bank bolidnye
are the'Scliaeffer, a girt( of
day when Dick 13affey, of Dubtle.
with a Patti's achievement, sows easily to
piece of paper. Whoever draws thei excuses which the
"My Iirlfe's Family."
pelice at Low An- , voice whose range is five 11111 octaves the F an
brought one to G. L. Rule, the
octave higher and thee the
IN ADMIRALTY.
Concerning the attraction at the
long piece of paper shall have first gee, offered to the
police of New I-tinning to within five keys of the
above that. Miss Einiev van WetHenry Murphy, et al., vs. Gasoline Kentucky December 2. the Chicago butcher, weighing 550 pounds This choice in the appointment
of
Public
Orleans
for
not
sending
a
for
.prishog brought $30.70 in cool (sash. The
treble end of tile piano keyboard.
zel, a New York music teacher. is
-beat °Eunice. ete., in -admiralty. Inter-Ocean says:
land officers in South Dakota. There once,who has been held here
for sev- • 'The girl lea surd .of the • Ohia directing
bog wee dressed ready for the carving
Whereas a libel was flied in the
the, eski's eta4ice.-11:1"The patrons of the 00iumbus
are eleven of these officers to be ap- eral weeks it the request
'of the Cali- tlrenas Home society. She was tea- Wallkt'e
District Court of the United States, theater were handed a pleasarg, ap- knife.
Dispatch to the New YO'Cri.
pointed. The one At() draws the long fornia atithoritiee.
The
primmer,
C.
(
-tied
a few weeks ago front her fath- Te:f graph.
for the Western District of Ken- e•tizing repast yesterday through the
piece of payer shall name six end the M. Barkley, was arrested here
on the er's saloon In Otskowii, where Ale had
tucky, at Paducah on the 28th day excellent culinary qualities of 'My
Stroke of Paralysis. e
%tiler senator may name flee."
Hon. B. A. Neale is tying at his The prestdeut waved his closed charge of tattering fraudulent checks. been compelled to tins at all hours
of October, 1907. by Henry Murphy. Wife's Family.* it is a bright musiA isterehant'who buys a good deal
'Barkley. who is bald to be the eon of for the entertainment of customers.
et al., vs. Gasoline Boat Eunice, her cal comedy with a rare assortment of home. South and Fifth streete, in a fists in
of bad advertising will not be able
the air.
a wealthy Catifornian. le also wanted The pollee took her
away and had to convince peel& that he knows
engines, tackle apparel, furnituee, good things and the large audience critical condition as a iresult of a
"I will you first choice, Senator by the police at Agunaa, (7eilisettes,
her committed by the courts.
etc., and owners, alleging in sub- enjoyed the funny-isms which were atrake of pteralvsis His face is affect- Kittredge."
much lllllre about how to buy his
he said.
Mexico, on charges of tittering bad
The wonderful voice feu been en- stocks of meretutnelise.
stance that said boat is indebted to given out. Snappiness and vivacity ed and he is unsettle to speak so that
"Left bend." responeded Kittredge. checks.
them in the sum of $75 for salvage, pervaded the entire performance. he can be testier/good. Last Friday
Kittredge Wins First Prise.
and that same has never been paid, Numerous popular musical numbers Mr Neale guttered a shght stroke and
The president Merle opened the
ALWAYS WAS SICK
and prays process against said Gaso- and high class specialties were inter- fell in his coal home. He was found
When a man says he always was
hand indicated.
A seep of white sick—troubl
ed with a cough that lastline Boat Eunice, that same may be spersed as effective side courses."
there later by Mrs. Neale and conpaper lay upon his palm. Then he ed all winter—what would you think
if
condemned and sold to
veyed to his room, where he has since opened
pay said
he should say—he never was sick since
his right hand. The ettp of using
Ballard's Horehound Syrup? Such
claim with cost and expenses.
been and appears to be gnawing paper
Malaria Makes Pale Blood.
that lay upon the Hetet palm a man exists. Mr. J. r. Clark, Denver,
Now, therefore in pursuance to the The Old Standard GROVE'S
Col.. writes. "For years I was troubled
TASTE- won*.
was shorter than the•other
with a severe cough that wodld last all
monitiorf under seal of said court, LESS CHILL TONIC drives
out ma"You win," Senator Kittredge," he winter. This cough left me In a miserto me directed, I do hereby give laria and builds up the system. For
Hay Stack Barns.
able condition. I tried Ballard's Horesaid.
hound Syrup and have not had a sick
public notice to all persons claiming grown people and children, 50c.
As a result of either carelessness
Senator Kittredge smiled. Senator day since. Tka's what it did for me."
said boat Eunice, or in any _way in,Nr pure vandalism a stack of hay beSold
by J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros.
Gamble smeed, too. but it was not a
and C. 0. Ripley.
terested therein, that they be and
longing to Willard Coles Was deODD EPITAPH IS .‘N ENIGMA.
merry emtle.
appear before the district court of
Qtri.ed by lire Sunday afternoon in
"The next number on the pro- SUICIDE GIVES la4.0tX1 TO CATS.
e
the United States in the city Of Pa- Eccentric Man Has Strange Inscrip- the field across the creek from els
gram," rest'med the pre-sident "is the
ducah, Ky., on or before the 2nd des
tion on Monument to Parents.
fair grounds, There wee abeut 3.000
selection of two Indian agents.Embittered By Enmity of Humans,
of December, 1A127. at 1(1o'clock a.
Minneapo;is. Nov. 2'.-"All men POlinft or more in the stack and was
Senator Kittred-ge watelee4 the
*Woman Leavea All to Animals.
m., of that day, then and there to
worth $25 or more. it is supposed
presidential digits out of the corner
Interpose their claims and
THE
make are born with tattling longues, but that some boys who generally conof h!s eye,
Detroit, Nov. 27 --Mrs. Dorcas J.
their allegations in that lehalf.
blessed is the man who mks& his gregates there on Sundays either acci"You guess again. Kittredge," said Rathbun was fatted dead in her room,
GEORGE W. LONG,
own business."
dentally dropped a lighted match o,
Mr -Rooeevelt, as he brought his laudanum and illuminating gas hawU. S. M. W. K. D.
Isaac E. Wheeler, whose death oc- ,.et it on tire.
Novem betclosed fists into view.
ing caused death. She had been dead
By Wade Brown, deputy.
Best Al I•S t a r
curred a few days ego at Mankato.
"Left." came from Kittredge.
days.
three
that
and
it
was
case
a
of
BAGBY & MARTIN,
caused this enigmatic ituseription to
Quite the Contiltry.
Negro Minstrel
•
.; itible who is suicide is apparent froth the fact that
Proctors for libellants.
be carved on a beautiful monument
in the room was found a meway made
Vaudeville,Song
to his parents, erected in Stetting
will
By this document she disposes
cemetery a week preceding his death.
Dancers F u n
of her property, giving $4,000 to the
Wheeler is said to have been even
Detroit
Cat
deb for the care of
Show Ever Seen.
more eccentric than is Indicated be
friendless cats and $1.000 for the
Singers sweet, dancers clindy, pliunny
his selection of that inscription for
care of other animals. Her We.
Prices 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c,
pheilows, specialties, sensational, Digthe monument. Staterneests published
which had been embetered by the
tim,uiShed Dixie Darkiete the band
here coneerning him are to the effort
and
Balcony
reserved
col
for
enmity of others, was/devoted to the
a "Ferwe Deed."
that before the death of his (-rippled
ored
people.
care of dumb animals.
Direction
Voelekel & Nolan.
father be admonieheci the old man
that there was an easy and meek way
THEREll /40 USE
out of his troubles, and that he inTalking, you can't beat Herbine for
ti,e liver. The greatest regulator ever
MESSRS. MARTIN
formed his mother in her declinteg
EMERY'S
,
ffered to suffering humanity. If you
The Collins Ankle Brace is
Tears that her days of usefulness
-c.ffer from liver complaint. If you are
C-10.4,
4(1
Prodm•tirin
if
Piollard
tiliaus and fretful. its your liver, and
a-c:e over and that she was a trial to
certainly a boon to skaters
\\ 3gner's Sacri..1 Festival
lierhine will put It in its proper conthose about her.
dition. A positive cure for Constipawith weak ankles: they are
1)roms
tion. Billlousness. Dyspepsia and all Ills
November
due to a torpid liver. Try a bottle and
made of leather and are as
yo:i will never use anything else. Sold
elts
by J. II. Oehlechlaeger, Lang Bros. and
.smooth and comfortable as an
0. Ripley.
C.
Mrs. Day-Does your husband play
old glove, yet they enable the
faroritee when he goes to the races.
The dragon fly moves through the
skaters with the weakest anMIN. Gay-No. at least from the way
LiSpeil by Mt Lyn% Meets ami Pronto
air either backward or forward.
talks after theetace, I RhOUidlYt say
he
kles to indulge in the sport
NI test Of Strew Neter Stfert
314 Broadway
attalle101
there were favorite.
Evening performance
without fear of injury or anv1-fleet
Use Sun Want Ade.—Best results.
Carriages at 11.
TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS-STORE
at 2:15 prompt)
noyanceCarriages at
TAFT BARELY ESCAPER WRECK.
Call and let us demonstrate
Prices: Night-$1.50, $100,
We
would
be
75c. 50c, 35c.
glad
to
Matinee
and Night
We are displaying a very
them to you.
75e, 5(k,, Vie.
Emergency Brake. Stop Engine with
have you call at our
complete line of Trunks,
In 15'Feet of Another Train.
Krasnojarsk. Nov. 27.— It destore and let us explain
Gripe, Suit Cases and all
Last Season's Laughing Success
velops) that the express carrying Secremarkable offer to
this
kinds of Leather Goods and
retary Taft's oar narrowly escaped a
Take home a pail of chile.
wreck in East China
you.
A switching
The merry musieal mix-up
our prices are most moderate.
error sent an eastbound passenger
It will make your supper more
Free delivery to any
You will tind that beet values
train Ian the same track heading toDec.:ember
enjoyable. Nils free.
ward the express
Both were runpart
of
city.
the
and lowest prices al the polining thirty meets an hour. It was
cy of this concern
dark and snowing. The engineer of
Both phones 756.
the express Raw a headlight, whistled
In our modern actory we
and applied the emergency brakes
Drug Store
A Farce Comedy with
will do all kind tp of repair The engines were fifteen feet, apart
when they *topped. Information of
music.
work and built; to order
4th rand Bronclwet)
118 S. Fourth St.
the affair was withheld from the pas
Bot h • Phones 77
sengers. Secretary Taft avaas- ssa.
,
Trunks, Sample ifteee, etc.
-Dresgegleit
_
oolltarsiu.1,4aueie,
sesta on sate Ingiffdly.
•
prised to learn thellets from rallWaY
Ladies and Gentlemen
Seeentb anti eroadway.
Magic
and laughter.
directors,
1111111111111111‘111111MilMil.1
Prices 25e, 50e and 75e
who called on him today.

All Kinds of Insurance

THEATRICAL NOTES

Take CARDUI

South Dakota Federal Patronage
Settled in Unique Way By Roosevelt.;

YOUR FUTURE

long

• Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 Broadway

atneteem

e.

At

The Kentucky
• Friday

DANDY DIXIE MINSTRELS

,tilk

COLLINS

min

$2.70

ANKLE BRACES

Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Preparations for

FOR SKATERS

Saturday

a-

I

PARSIFAL

1.00

F. H. NIEMAN

4

matirce

A Changerfor the
Family

$1 a Pair

Gilbert's

C.SHNIDER'S

S.11. WINSTEAD

i

Chile Parlor

matinee—si 00,

Monday

My Wife's Family

IWNIWNEADAY,

NowliBrn 21.

THE PADUCAH EN 1:\ ING SUN

10•AnanseatIffIls—
•

ereeteplialer

'not

p

NOTICE
NIMMONS=

All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.

Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for
Old people,delicate children,
weak run-down persons,and
after sickness,colds,coughs,
bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.
Try it on our guarantee.
mcriti:itsox, Druggist,

SCHOOL BUILDING
AM!, BE COMPLETED BY FIRST
OF THE WEEK,

Made in New York

Satisfactory Results Secured at Test
of Fires. in t'urnace—elimetrel
Show.

E have just received from New York
several new Benjamin models'
Tailors in other cities may copy
these Stylish Garments, but their imitations will come
fpfredzeniat.
,
MUM long
the Style
" /kW YoRK has after
changed in
New York.
There's just one way to be sure about
Style,—insist on the Benjamin LabeL

W

The school building az 'I welfth and
Jackson street will too omeilettel
the Bret of next week. all Ole work
being already completed eith the exception of a few days painting. A
fire was built ,in the furnace for the
P:14111(101, Ky.
first Hone yesterday and
the test
showed satisfactory resuns.
The boys of the High :retool are
arrauging to give a minstrel fellow
during the Christmas holidays and
will b0041 begin
rehearsals. The
boys hope to repeat the success of
MINE NVORKERS TO CHOOSE NEW last year.
The schools will dismiss this afPltliSIDENT NEXT MoNTIL
ternoon till Monday on accent of
the Thanksgiving holidey and- the
teachers' meeting at Ma)field. t'roThomas L. Lewis and W. B. Wilson feesor Surto Superintendent CarnaAsoire to office Laid Down By
gey and many other teachers of the
Head of tirgittlizat• .
city are on the program for the Mayfield meeting.

SUCCEEDS MITCHELL
HEREAFTER
•

0111111111\

Correct Clothes for Men
DESBERGER'S
GRAND LEADER
323 Broadway

He Fought at Gettysburg.
Indienapolls. Init., Nov. 27.-- The
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
menibere of (lie United Mime \York- who loot a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
ers' organizat:on. will held their an- "Electric Bitters hale done me more
egiad electitun the seeved week lo De- good than any medicine I ever took.
cember. There are but two candi- For several years I had stomach NIADE FIVE 14.%ItliELs FOlt l'SE
dates who hope tO eneseed President trouble, and paid out much money
(IF CHARITY CLUB.
John Mitchell. who wie metre reext for medicine to little purpose, until
pre. These cal:delete are Thoines I began taking Elotric Bitters. I
L. Lew.ls, vice-prt-eident of the or- would not take VIM for what they
ereeization, lind W. B. Wilson, who have done for me." Grand tonic for Auelitorium Rink elanagement Puts
(IVO! Feature
Ills \
for 11.•Iselit
has fOr several years held the office t itle aged and for female weaknesses.
of rolls. leeple.
of beenetery-treasurer of the United 'Great alterative and body builder:
Mine %Yorkers.
best of all for lame back and weak
Many a man realize.; the impor.00
John P. White, of Oskaloosa, Iowa, kidneys. Guaranteed by all drugtance or gi i isl (111(100.% %OHO (kWa not
is the only coadidate for vice-presi- gists, 50c.
realle.e. the rebiteti inip.erteinee of
"Poteto Dio" at the Auditorium
Mr. White is a welieknown
dent.
reitellug i lesthee advertireenients.
western minor. There are two eon AUSTHIANS•MAY IZETI•IIN HOME. rink was a great FMN'eb'S and about
ti_ormosi
flo, barrels of the vegetables were
didates for taeoretary-treasurer. They
will
ett.iffeaSatileSSIII15211111111111
are W. D. Ryan, of Springfielldt Ili.. Emperor observes Sktieth Year on received by the management and
be turned over to the Charity club
and John Fatly. of Shamokin, Pe.
Throne by Issuing Pardons.
the
oday for dietribution among
John Mitehell's nome,is in the list
city.
the
of
poor
an a canddate for American FederaVienna. Nov. 27.---In recognition
The novel feature put on by the
tion, of Labor desk-gate.
of the commencement of the sixtieth
of the rink brought, out
year of his reign. Emperor F-raneis management
a large crowd, the price of admisedon
• -lease:b. has lanieti
Mresies alt• Meeleeteet,die,World't happening's, -State, National and Foreign,
ng one po o, • r wore
amnesty, granting free
Mattleonvil:e, Ky... Nov. 27.--Let- sive military
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers decivil nations desired, and many took as
of
resumption
the
and
pardon
tars have been marled to the operlivered each day. No extra charge for &livery.
deserters, fugitives and much as a peek.
ators of the various coal mines in rigtOs to all
'uses
Ti
Ismisville
•
service at home
The Cr itrier-Journal
military
of
evaders
Hopkins avid Webster counties pm-HSt.leetis liepublic
The Commerc1 al!Appoal
A Hard Debt to Pay,
and abroad. Thousands who tied to
to
to
come
to
Madieoneille
them
ine
iner
Milli
E
Chleeesi
aid
1.eeord-Th.1
The
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
America to avoid military service will
Chiceire Tritium,
attend a joint coalereore with the
The 6lobe-I)etnecrat
able to return peacefully to their can never be paid off," writes G. S
Nasbville American
The Pofit-lespatch
officers of the United Mne Workers' be
Clark, of Westfield, Iowa, "for my
Cincinnati Enquirer
country.
native
The News-Scimitar
tinicn and try to agree on a wale of
Chicago Deily News
Dr. Kings
rescue from death, by
The Star-Chniniele
wages for these COU.11 tlett.
New Discovery. Both lungs- were so
Appendicitis.
Ia due In a large measure to abuse of seriously affected that death seemed
No Proof at Head.
the bowels, by employing drains imminent, when I commenced takRegi‘ter Office, 523 Broadway
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use ing New Discovery. The ominous
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the dry, hacking cough quit before the
safe, gentle cleansers and lavigora- first bottle was used, and two more
tors. Guaranteed for headache, bil- bottles made a complete cure."
iousness, malaria and Jaundice, at Nothing has ever equaltei New Disall
covery for coughs, cotds and
all druggists, 25-c.
throat and lung complaints. Guaranteed by all druggists. gac and $1.
The N eW Gold Coins.
The new $10 gold pieces that Trite4 bottle free.
"In God We Trust" was omitted,
Reach
Pie% To
have arrived here. The new coins Has 31Adt, E Mel
Severity allies„
are bright and beautiful and while
they have raised al kinds of critiBoston', NON-OM ber 16.—"Concencism no one who saw them refused trate 'your mind on the oven." says
to take any of them. Such remarks Mise Teresa McDonald, in explaining
as "I don't like that eagle a little the wonders of her art in pastry
bit; he lookes like a rooster." and Woking. She is just celebrating her
-That eagle looks sorry: he reminds golden anniversary as a cook, and
me of a turkey buzzard in a rain- owns to the record of 294,000 pee.
etorm" were heard. Others found leaked in forty years at one reti:iti• Ilrown-By the way. Hicks. did I fault with the Goddess of Liberty. ant, besides scores of other dein:0 -.
leave my umbrella at your (Alice yes- "She looks like a servant girl who If ell her pies were laid out in a row
Just had a scrap with the cop on the they would reach seventy miles. She
terday?
$miih-You left-an umbrella. but I beat." "Her head dress flares out bas made 2,000,000 doughnuts In
don't know whether it was yours or like the end of a frayed duster, and tut-my-seven years and 788.400 pudnot.
acts like on e of the :right wigs dings.
you see on the stage" added onother man, "but. I supposes though.
JEFF DAVIS SAYS HE WILL
MAKE ROME HOWL IN SEN.ITE it is artistic and all that, but for
beauty I prefer the -did girl on the
FREE REAL...ESTATE PRICE LIST
coins."—New Yorke Letter.
other
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 27.—SenaFraternity Building. Both Phones 835
tor Jeff Davis left last Night for
A Significant Prayer.
Wastiitegton to attend the opening
"May the Lord help you make
session of contgres. In his suit ease
were two biiis whkh he says be will Bucklen's Arnica Salve known to
introduce at the float opportunity. all," writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel,
One Is a copy of the anti-trust hew Hill, N. C. It quickly took the pale
passed by the legisteture of 1905 be- out of a felon for me and cured it In
fore it was "emageutated by the last a wonderfully short time." Best on
This "em free%elation' earth fe.r sores, burns and wounds
legislature."
embraced the repeal of the (emetic 25c at all druggists.
—•
•
fratrrance clause and the constitution
of the Lee Browning bill.
"What sort of a looking man is
Senator Davis says if the senate Gites'y 7"
does net pane his biT at arrearly date
"Weil, it you ever see two men in
teel the American people what a corner and ene looks bored to
he thinks of the body. The senator's death, the other one is Garay.
other hobby is the Moore-Httrtsill London Opinion.
ant efitture bill mimed by the last
legislature. He saes when this bill
is Introduced and pat on Its 'final
peerage; the farmers of the United
States will know who their friende
are in the United States senate. H,
says he will "make Rome howl" if
arts effort is male by the senate oommelee to pigeon-hole his measures

Modern Spirit.
W. L, Alden. the novellet, who hate
returned frcm London to Buffalo.
was talking to a reporter, says the
Wash fugt on. Star.
''Prankies"said the author or "J1111my Brown," "frunkls, I aboolinate
useic.en commercial spirit.. it makes
men rich, but how It hardens thelt
hearts!
• old man, a
"I once knew an
ookkeeport His bark WWI bent hut
les soul e as uprighte lee he worled
for the same fir:no-and the sante emalary--for forty years.
"W'ell. at the end of three forty
yeirt. my poor old friend raid to hie

POTATO DAY

employer timi.dly:
'Are,yeu aware, r,'that today it
the fortiZeh anniversary of my service
with you?'
"The emnloyer took a square box,
neatly wropped in white .peper from
"
hie desk.
krow it. Mr. (lane.' he weld.
"
'and I have prepared a little surpriee
for ynu. Pray aceept this tit in clock
with my 1k-it wishes for your con'Jetted punrtuality:"

City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for 5torage.
Both Phones 499.

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

Keep Posted!

I

You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
givo pronit personal attention at all times.

HARRY

Don't Forget—The Sun Does Job Work

JOHN WILHELM., Local Circulator

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second -The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending as your laundry.

I EDGAR W. WMTTEMORE

Weal Estate Agency.

1

Roller Skates
We have just received
a large stock of Richardson b a 11 bearing
with aluminum wheels,
Union Hdw. Company
bill bearing with steel
roller.- ::

CUT THIS OUT

THERE 15 NO REASON
Why your baby should be thin, and fretful during the night. Worms are the
tome of thin, sickly babies. It Is natural that S healthy baby should be fat
ispd sleep well. If your baby does not
retain its food, don't ettperiment with

colic cures and other medicine, but try
a bottle of White's cream Vermifure.
J. H. Oehisctdaeger, Lang Bros. and C.
0. Ripley.

I
* NCORPORATED

"l'he Hou,se of Quality"
NM MINES Ill
421E4 BROADWAY

1

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

In October, 1907;the average bill for electric lights
for 680 residences was

$2.07

and you will soon pee your baby have
rotor and laugh as it shined. Sold by

L. W. HENNEBEROER CO.

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

YOSE SENDS TURKEY
RAISED BY ANOTHER..
Westerly, R. 1, Nov. 27.—The
Thanksgiving turkey which Ieorace
i ..)iire
Tatr ,)%;tii::;
to the president
V
of the
ates was Shipped by
iMr. Vow to Mr. Roosevelt today.
'This year's bird, however, was raised
by Jeremiah H. Brown. It weighs
2R pounda, is one of the var4ty and
has a mixture Of Wild blood.

It is Worth 75c
to you. This
coupon and 25c
will get 01.00
bottle of Burdock Tonic at
•

Everybody can use electric
lights at this price. Have
your house wired and use
the most convenient light
in the world.

The Paducah Light & Power Co
I Iscorporitl('d.)

c PHERSON'S
- Drug Store, -

This office will be closed all day Thanksgiving, November 28th,
er•k•MOS0110.u.

Ism

7
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1HE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

Che ilSa'bucab Sun.
AFTERNOON /LND V1h1EKLY.
THE SUN PUBLISHLNG OOMPANY
incortroNATED
F. U. isisitER. President.
B. J. PAXToN, General Manager.
_
Slintorel at the postoffice at Paducah.
Ky. as second class matter.

St/BeestIPTION &ATMs
THE DAILY SVN
By Carrier, per week

ell Paducati had made excellent progeese In the way of municipal improvements, and the city's tit Frets
and sewers and lighting plant equipment stand as monuments to the ca
pecity of the boards. Ily rigid memenvy and scrupulous exactness progreet; may continue gradually; but
the sanitary altuationi really
more
urgently demands attention just now.
Garbage removal and disposal are
leadequate and growing more so,
and the streets require sprinkling
in the summer. The budget is made
up in the winter, when no complaints
are heard about such matters. Coen,
cilmen and aldermen and the mayor
have only in mind ways of cutting
down expenses, and, as the neede of
the sanitary an& street sprinkling
departments are not pressing In the
winter, they usually are slighted.
The new boards will have Mess
matters to attend to as soon as tbwy
organize, and they won't have time
to consider anything but the wending of the pruning hook then. So let
the members be warned and give
thought to the summer in advance.

Now, don't you sleep here without I
three or four men on guard, and don't
you stir round nights with less than
four. Send Porter out to git two more
men, and tell him to look sharp and
see if the coast's clew outside. I
A Mystery Story
1 reckon I'll slide out if no ones look- ;
in'."
of San Francisco
"I've got some men on the next
tfour," I said. "I thought it would be
BY
just as well to have a few around in
case of emergencies. I'll have two of
FABLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
them out, and send I'orter to recoil-.

WEDNEeDAY, NOVEMBER 21.

BLINDFOLDED
swop

CASHIERS
' CHECKS IGOM INV LOCAL HANK OR TRUST COMPANY

GOOD AS CASH HERE

A GOOD SUIT

"Who told you to gtt your men together"
.To desire a real good, tasty, retitled Suit of Clothes
"A little idea of my own."
-(Continued from last Issue.)
is not a sign of weakness. Rather it is an indication of
"You've got some sense, after all."
. The reinfprcements were soon ready
"I don't know," she said slowly.
personal pride and character.
"But you know something," I to take orders, and Porter returned to
A well groomed Man evokes favorable comment albring word that no suspicious person
Address THE SUN. Paducah, Ky....
argued.
witys, and human nature is just vain enough to like it.
Office, 114 South Third.
Phone Ms
"Maybe you know what I know bet- was in sight in the street.
ter than I knows it myself," growled
"I reckon I'd best go, then," said
Our Fall and- Winter Suits inspire confidence bePayne a Young. Chicago and New
Mother Borten with a significant Mother Dorton. "I don't want no knife
Tork. representatives.
cause they are correct. They are cut correctly, tailored
in me jest ye, but if there's no one
glance.
perfectly and fit accurately—with no room left for
I resigned myself to await her hu- to see me I'm all right."
THB SUN can be found at the followmor.
I pressed Mother Borten to take
ing please:
improvement.
"Not at all," said I carelessly. "I two of my men as escort, but she
It. D. Clement• & Co.
Van Colin Bros.
only know that you've come to tell me eurdily refused',
The Fabrics are Choice and Handsome
Palmer House.
something, and that you'll tell it in
"They'd know something was up if
your own good time."
I was to guaround that eammaect
"It's fine to see that you've :earned be a Woolly ghost as soon as they
It is a source of gratification to
not to drive a woman," she returned could ketch me alone," she said.
Padmahans to know that this oity with
grim irony. "It's' something to "Weil, good-Might—or is it mornite?
will ,keep $140,000 of the Mate's know at your age."
It will pequire but a few moments for us to settle
And do take leer of yourself. dearie."
cash on deposit here. The announced
I smiled sympathetically upon her, And, so saying, Mother Perton muffled
Fall
the
Suit problem for you to your entire satisfaction.
appointment co( the OlLiZt4116 Savings and she continued:
WEDNESDAY, NOVENIIIER 27.
herself up till it was hard to tell
Choosing
a Suit is very easy at this writing.
bank as a state depoeitory by State
"I might as well tell ye the whole whether she was man or woman, and
Treasurer-elect Edwin Farley meets of it, though I reckon my throat's as
Later some of the best things will be missing.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
trudged away.
with the approval of ha fellow towns- like to be slit over It as not."
Whatever designs were brewing in
men. Western Kentucky is entitled
"I'll never breathe a word of le" I the night-meeting of the conspirators,
November-1907.
fervently.
large
replied
to
a
deposit
of
the state fund,
they did not appear to concern my im402$
17
3875
"I'd trust ye," she said. "Well, there mediate peace of body. The two fol4254
18
3872 and Paducah is the principal city.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
was a gang across the street to-night lowing days were spent in quiet. In
3
3888
3875
19
—across
from
my
place,
I
mean—and
of
spite
seventy
warnings. I began to believe
At
Andy Carnegie finds
4
21
3917
3859
that sneaking Tom Terrill and Itarby :hat no new plan of action had been
3910
3851 himself further from the goal of his
22
Meeker,
and
I
reckon all the rest of determined on, and I bent my steps to
7
23
3911
3849 ambition than at sixty. ife is richer 'ern, was
there. And they was run- the office that had been furnished by
3909
24
4063 than ever, If being rich and wide- nin' back and forth to my
place, and Doddridge Knapp. I hardly expected
9
25
3963
4144 Ing to be poor, is as harrowing as a-drinkin' a good deal, and
the more to meet the King of the Street. He
being
poor
and
whihing
you
were
10
3971
4147
26
they drinks Ibe louder they talks. had, I supposed. reterned to the cle
ride
Andy
has
the
sympathy of the And I hears Darby
11
3960
4137
28
Meeker say to one nut he had set Wednesday as the da
3958
12
4138 great body of his countrymen.
29
feller, 'We'll git him, sure!' and I for resuming operations in the market.
14
3940
3861
30
listens with all my ears, though pre. and I did not think that be would be
THE PHILOSOPHY OF IT.
16
39:3
31
tendin' to see nothinS 'We'll fix it this , found here on Monday.
4289
E P. Weston, the professional pe- erne,' he said; 'the Old Un's gut his i
16
3908
The room was cold and cheerleis.
Total
107400 destrian entered Chicago today, alter thinkire cap on.' And I takes in every and the dingy bucks in law-calf ay
word,
his
walk
and
from
by
one
thing
Maine,
and
aVerags, October, 1907
and was reanother peered to gaze at me in mute protest
3978
kverage. October, 1906
4018 ceived with great acclaim. He didn:t I picks up that there's new schemes as I looked about me.
Personally appeared before me.this do anything but walk there. He am afoot to trap ye. They was a-sayin*
The doors that separated me from
November 2nd, 1907, R. D MacMil- complashed no good along the way. as It might be an hire to take ye as Dooddridge Knapp's room semi shut
you
come
out
of
Knapp's
to-night."
His
time
and manner of walking will
len, business manager of The Sun,
and locked. What was beitina 'hem? I
'Bo* did they know I was at weudered.
who affirms that the above state- not eb of any value to posteety. It
Was there anything in
ment of the circulation of The Sun will not revolutionize the methods Knapp's?" I asked, somewhat sur- Doddreige Knapp's room that bore on
prised, though I had little reason to be the mystery of the hidden boy,
for th• month of
tber, 1.9C7, ef transportation, nor minimize the
when I remembered the number of wuuld give the vieeMemlesernernier
111 true to the bes• of his knowledge dangers of travel. Every hoer gilded
Henry Wilton? if vengeance was te
palace ears pour their human freight spies who. might have watebed me.
and
- "Why, Dicky Nahl told 'eat," said be mine; if Doddridge Knapp was to
into the narow ehutes of Ceicago
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
Mother Horton. "He was with the gang pay the penalty of the gallows for the
My commission expires January 22, streets, and the individuals are swallowed up in the crowds of the city, and sings it out as pretty as you . death of Henry Wilton. it mast be by
1903
Paine-re-Charles L. White, Se
please."
the evidence that I should ta'-"rest trout
unnoticed except by confidence men
Domestic and imported glasses of different shapes,
This gave me something new to him and his tools. I had just secured Louis; A. R. Whittiker, N. Y.; W. S.
sod highway
robbers. Some of
ash
receivers, cigar and cigarett: jars, smoking
Po
r
ter,
Nashville;
Fletcher,
Abet
Daily Thought.
think about, but I said nothing.
the key that would lit the first door
them are men of more prominence
Judge not:
"Well," she continued, "they says I had taken the impression of the rim innate A. W. Sorrell, Louisville;
decorated work, glass plates, tinfoil, leaffor
set
than Weston. All are just as good
What loeha eit thy dim mess a Main,
Wolf,
at last that went do, fer It'll It 'ern lock and had it made without definite eott R Heal. N. Y.; Max
gold cigar hands, pin trays, card trays. felt backcitizens. And, yet, they will be IgJohnson, indianale
into trouble, and I reckon they're arm' purpose, but now I was ready to act. Louisville; O.
In Goole pore Mee nee iney be
nored. stile he will be interviewed tying
ing. See window display.
.
With a sinking heart but a clear
over their schemes yit. lint one
A scar brought front :some wee-worn
and taken in an automobile to see thing I finds out."
head I put the key cautiously to the
field
Beled ere—W. F. Norman, St
how the stock yards have grown in
Mother Horton stopped and looked lock and gently turned it. The key Louis; N. B. Edmunds, Louie-vele;
Where thou wouldst extey faint and
40 rears. It discloses a great pied- at me anxiously.
fitted perfectly, and the tyclt flew back W. M. Hlrod. Mt. Vermin,
yield.
lute; E.
ripe' of human
nature. If you
"Well," I said impatiently, "wbat as it made the circle. I opened the d.
222 Broadway.
—Proctor.
ltigg. Chattanooga; Thomas WMwould attract attention, ride where was it"
door into the middle molt. The sec- mn,
Suiltelaud; J. W. Martin, -Ph:I
others walk, or walk where others
"Thmere a sayin' as how, if you're : ond door. as I expected, was closed.
B S. Jaime, Evansville: 6/11.111,11111111111/1111111111e
With Chicago and. New Orleans ride.
killed, the one as you knows on'll have Would the same key tit the second
D.
Warden,
both in the throes of a dry wave, it
St. Louis; N. 0. Gnay.
to git some one else to look after the lock, or must I wait to have another
K attawa•
may be necessary to dig that irrigaboy, and niebbe he won't be so smart made? I advanced to the second door
tion ditch through the valley more
New Bi-hmond—J. B. Clhatterton,
SOMETHING DIEFF:111Evr.
and was about to try the key wben a
about Moen' them."
than 14 feet deep.
"That's an excellent idea," said L sound from behind it turned my blood Si,. Louis; A. W. Bennett. Madisonto water.
ville: H. A. Thorpe, itemboltit; Lee
Beyond that door, from the room I le Hardman, Mayofield; Joen Grahame
The settlement of the Ha.wieyPreachers' lives would be awfully "If they only knew that I was the other fellow they could see at once what had supposed to be emptt,' I heard a eriesaniville; E. 31. King, I: vine; W
Meadows litigation is one of the most tame if it wasn't
for weddings.
a bright scheme they had hit upon." groan.
e Smith, Metropolis.
comprehenteve cornpromMes on rec"Maybe they ain't a-goire to do it,"
I stood as If petrified, and, in the
ord. It compromises everything and
Let the other fel:ow have his way.
said Mother Berton. "There's • heap broad daylight that streamed in at the MATRIMt)NIAL FIRN1 TO
everybody involved.
as long as it is only talk.
o' things said over the liquor that don't window, with the noise and rush of
EltEE t'EltEMONT.
-a.
git no further, but you'll be a fool,, if Clay street ringing in my ears, I felt
Paducah merchants are displaying
et. Louis, Mo.. Nov. 27.--The eor"You don't take any stock in all you don't look out. Now, do as I fett my hair rise as thoughI had come
a eensible as well as a patriotic spirit this criticism of our $1A
,1 spirit of 'commercialism has
gold Metre?' you. You just keep more men around on a ghost. I listened a minute or
House wiring, electric plants inatalled:
in closing all day tomorrow. The
:sect a split in the firm of Timmer-None whatever," answered
the you. Keep eyes in the back of your more, but heard nothing.
clerks no doubt will appreciate the young man who has
&
Shore, who sought to control
Complete machine shop.
read law. "In head, and if you see there's a-goire to
"Nonsense!- I thought to myself; "it
consideration shown by their em- my case it's mere
free marriage business en St.
hearsay evidence," Be trouble, jest you shoot first and ax was a trick of the imagination."
12242$ N.Pourth St.
ployers and make up the day's busi- —Washington Star.
ais. As a reeult the Rev, Stir.
Phonons 7117
questions about it afterward.
They
I raised my hand once more to the
ness many fold in loyalty and seaL
ore has opened headquarters for
talked of getting you down on the lock,
when the sound broke again,
"The only thing I can recommend water-front or up in Chinatown with louder, unmistesable. It was the voice
"Mr. Timmerman was altogether
In your ease," said the surgeon, "is some bogus messaee and said how of one in distress of body or mind.
PROGRESS AND ECONO Y easy it would be to dispose of you
eve campaign et his new headquar- There were some men, too, but they
It sounds right public spirited to a long journey."
I Matinee- with all my ears. Then no commercial," exelalmed Mr. Shore
2
did not cornet.
"Welker itia to los,—Dolt-'2----the -pa- without_ leasing otssiv- betthld- 'ern- there came through the door the low, today. "He believed money should ters.
,
talk about the incoming *dm
It 'wars the Menstay rueh for dilion and the general council making tient groaned, "get out your whitstern tones of a man's voice speak- be paid for the marriage ceremony.
a record for construeleng parks, ling tools and- go ahead with the op- lleuNlikeellIe"IlleatilrIbilieeM1112611111.11111 ing earnestly, pleadingly, threatening- I said money should bate no place
el.MVOR BLOCKS GRA vr. verve's by women who thought they
when the question of Mining two
would be better off without the marisewers. streets and lother eublic eration."--Chicago Record Herald.
ly, bike in a suppressed monotone.
works, tothose who _liew municipal
Then the groan burst forth again, loving hearts is tonsidered. Ali I Dubuque Executive, Called "Ni
Olt tal yoke.
In all. Otero were 230 applicaints
Improvements in the same light as
and it was followed by sobs and want for my services is a word of
WHAT OF THAT?
Ily Gee (hemp:tiffs President
Ifor freedom, and'im 110 caeca there
choked sounds, as of one who protest- 'hanks."
did John Kendrick Barge hero in "Tired! well, what of that?
•
Mr. Shore is contemp;
ed, yet, strangely, the voice was the
"brunicipaland," who exeected the ledge fan' life was spent on beds
was no op;esslit ion ;tut ue) by the other
Diem qiie. Ia., Nov. 27. - eS1144i.rteng:
same. There was one man, not two. It
!half of the seism:Med pair.
conductor to hand him a nickel when
of ease,
urder
assertion
the
that be a
°I it 1- I
was self-accusation, self-excuse, and
be climbed aboard a public owned Fluttering the rose leaves emillened
•
sal ph i la nt trropfin,"- • a term elerPreli
e . the sobs seemed to come in answer to
What Ana Yon!.
a
street car. We hare hopes that the
by the breeze
RAILROAD NEWS.
by George Melmain,-president. of the
self-reproaches.
Do you feel weak, tired, despondent,
city will be able to extend the park Come, rouse thee work while it Is
A vacate t for a fireman exiets on
City
Key
eom
Gas
a
whileny,
Then there was sound as of a man have frequent headaches, coated Meuse,
e
system, as that inenives the expendit- n th she freight-:rons Nos. 135 and
-called today!
136.
praying, and the prayer was broken hitter or bad taste in morning, "heart eterse in a caste at Cedar Raptds,
ure of comparatively malt Sll—MS Cowards, arise! go forth upon thy •
between Padacsh and Peftweiton
•
Mamor
Sellunk
belching
gm.
announced
burn,"
of
acid
signed
risings
by
sobs;in
a
in
sad
again
I
thotight
•
there
over an extended period; but leaduway.
Engineer Ash, and Master Mechstole
were two men. And then there was throat after eating, steruaeh glow or statement. that he %mid 'not sign an
FULL DRESS FIXIN'S
cab has reached the stage, where it
Nash will receive applications for the
burn,
spells,
dizzy
foul
breath,
poor
or
a noise of a man moving about, and
extension of the gas compinne's frenigsinadvisablato undertake any pro- Lonely! And what of that?
place until December 3.
FOR THANKSGIVING
•long smothered groan, as orTese in variable appetite, nausea at times and ch lee.
•
ject, involving a large emiense, with- Some nnist be lonely!: 'Tis not given a
Wfli Lealhan, a car repairormis
&germ of spirit. Fearful that the door kindred symptoms?
time
Some
company
the
petiago
out a bond issue.
to all
AND ALL ()EVASIONS.
If yp
vs any considerable number of
visitithig relatives at Mayfield this
might be Hung open in my face, I tipThere are streets that need paving. To feel a heart responsive rise and
toms you are suffering tioned for a tea year extension, of the Week,
toed back to my room, and silently th :rbove
pid liver with Indi• present frank-Mists It was granted by
and they will not get better as time
fall,
Notices that inno!s Central shops
turned the key, as thoroughly mysti- from iliousn
(settee.
Derciee !vizi the covens FL but tee mayor refused to would be
goes on. There are alleys that need To blend another life into his own
Pe
cloked al: day tomorrow on
•
How often do you sm. a * fied as ever I had been in the strange
es
‘
the
oof
re
Dimilyermimmitee u
sign unless compensation was grantpaving much more, and they should Work may be done in loneliness
events
that
account of Thanksgiving. were posted
had
crowded
my valuable emdicinial principles known jes- ed. McLean offered free
man in evening clothes melt
the
to
gas
be attended to. We ere heartily In
Work on!
life since I had entered the city. medical science for th nermanest cure et
eu all departments this morning.
/scene little article of weerinv,
city between 1922 and 1932. Schenk
favor of the sewer dietrict. No. 1.
F • a
Mg.
!, It is a mos tlicai
appaeel on, too, that violates
I
demanded
n ell i ate tiotemenam
not -an arbitrary territory, get off Dark! well and what of that?
(To be continued In newt Issue.)
•
efficient liver invigorator, stomach tonic,
Tim Run Want Ade—Tleetemesults.
the ethics of the dress—tic'
by metes and bounds, remardless of Didist fondly dream the sun would
bowel regulator and nerve strengthener. eon nod NI-cisme' refused.
wrong collar, tie, vest, or
Today
the
mayor
anneureed
that
The "I.Olden Medical Naomi-y*1s not
the character of the land and the
never set?
YOU DON'T HAVE Tee WAIT
The Body Merefy 31aciiine,
ennethIng Net an eseentlet.
a patent medicine or secret nostrum, a negotiaitione a.re off.
probabilities of settlement; but of Doet fear to lose thy way? Take
• P.Yery dose makes you feelbemer. Las- POS fulelist of its
There are just any number of dire
ingrediehts
Ming
printed
whole
your
ken..
•
sit- Wien, extent to take in the thickInsides
right.
Sold
on
the
courage yet!
eases in which the Osteopathic is the
et\ Its Wile-wrapper and attested under
tnoney- back plan eyerywnere. Price 50 cents.
ly populated reskience section to the Learn thou to walk by faith and not
POISONED
Such teir.gs make one Itiok
only treatment that will give any reoath. A glance at its formula will show
north- to discourage the enterprise
by sight;
relliculous ineteed of well
that it contains no alcohol, or harmful
lief at all.
4. MIBLING DEN'S CHARTER
of shack-building real estate mere Thy Meta
will
be guided
And
d reeeed.
habit-forming drugs. It is a fluid extract Were Entem of Chicken l'its at
The various phases of neuralgia
and to encourage the improvement of
MAY
BE
TAKEN
leizaar--(Me
FROM IT
Ileac], Several
gu kled right.
made with pureetriplemetined glycerine,
and rheumatism as an example
yield
a
available land. But the cost of do
of proper strength. from the roots of the
more readily to the Osteopathic
No danger of such thinge
log the work as it has been done in Hard! - well, what of that?
Racine, Wis., Nov. 27.—Great exIndianapolis. Ind., Nov. 27.---Fol- following native American forest plants,
earmening to you if you Icst us
treatment than they do to medicine.
other districts would be a grievous Didst fancy life one summer holle
lowing the action of the ainielate viz., Golden Seal root, Stone root, Black meet prevails at Frookevilte, ThompSo too do lumbago, chronic headevening clothes.
fit
you
for
out
Cherrybark.
Queen's
root,
Bloodroot,
and
burden on many people, who own
court tocley reversing the decision of
sonville and at Gorlies, over the rolday.
eche*, partial paralysis and kindred
Mandrake root.
their own little homes, and little elee. With lee:sons none to learn, and
e-ming of areorsA people from eating
Judge Buskirk, who held. the charter
The following leading moil'-al anther-Mee
ailments, and to one who knows the
right
The
right
suit,
the
The direct one-assessment plan %Ids
of the French leek and West Baden among a host of otlit rs, es i.t1 the foregoing (thicken, pie at a bazaar in CAX':,319.
nought Out play?
first principals of Osteopathy it
veet. collar, everything will be
for
roots
t
he
just
cure
of
slash
aliments
as
the
Is
25 per cent to the cost, because the Go, get thee to thy task! Conquer
Hotel company could net be forfeited above symptoms indicate: Prof. H. Part hoioss, Mrs. John Leonard is dead at Thompeasily to see why this is so.
just as it shooed be
bidders on the job tack that much on
Attorney General Ltingham said that M. n.. ofMemnon Med. cemee. Phila.: Prot. soncelle. as a result, it is alleged, of
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of pretty beset-shaped Kik bores
decorated with hearts and tilled with
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Cotillion Club Dance.
rice were given each guest.
In Circuit court.
The Cotillion clue will give its first
Judge Reed handed dowo decision
The popularity of the young couple
dance of the season at .the Knights of was abundenale atteeteeleby the num- an• tercult court this mot-thing allowColumbus' handsome new quainter*, In ber of hendesome and useful presents log the plaintiff's claim of $120 in
the Campbell, block, Thursday night, received,
the case of tee Estey company against
December 5, inaugurating its series
Mr. aed Mrs. Miteholl left at 9:30 Mrs. Laura Harvey and ordering a
for the winter. The Let wide be at o'clock for CbiCogo and Milwaukee,'Piano sold to weliefe the debt•
Rock's shoe store next Monday.
the bride's former home. They were
The Insurance Field was given a
accompanied to the station by a judgment against The Royal. Colony
T. I. S.
merry party of friends with rice. of America fur $150 on an advertise
The Temple Israel Sieterhood wilt They well begin
haereeksening on ling account.
meet at the etanclard (lob
their return., at 110e Madison street.
November 29, at 2:30 O'clock,
In Police Court.
Mr, and Mew. Silas Mitchell. the
The tensile troubles o/ Lilieurn
pa-rents of the bridegroom, will enin the next twentyA Former Petite-ahem to Marry in ter Nen with a reception- in lesnor ot Price and Ida Humphreys were given
five years will be
police
court
this
moreMr. tied Mrs. Silas E. Mitttehl. an"
Seattle.
ring in
spent at the table.
Invitations have, been issued by on December 5 at their 'home, 1111 lag and both parties were fined $3
for disorderly conduce. The two fernMr. and Mrs. I. D. Wilsons of Seattle, Madieon street.
COMMUNITY
Lies occupy the same house on Hus
Wash., to the approaching marriage
of their daughter, Bessie Reginalde, No Meeting of Crescendo Club on beads street and the trouble for
SILVER,
vehtch they were fin-ed occurred SunThanksgiving.
of their daughter, Bessie -Reynolds.
The meeting of the Crescendo club day afternoon.
wedding will take place on Theeday
will do much to
R. L. Wilhite, charged with, breach
evening, Decenileo 3. at the Taber- announced for Thursday afternoon,
make those thous--- nacle Baptise church of Seattle. has been called In out of respect and of peace, was given a continuance
lock is indeed a wonder in his mys- Friends of Mr. Hanna in
ands of hours happy
Paducah sympathy for Mists Virginia Newell. until Saturday.
terious work. He must be teen to have been in vited.
Matteis Hawkins, collared. was
by makingthat table
N
be appreciated. From 7:3e) to 10
Mr. Hanna was formerly secretary Kattertohn-Grief Wedelns: Tonight. fined $30 for being drunk and disattractive.
This
o'clock, all week.
The marriage of Miss Catherine orderly.
of the Y. M.. C. A. of Paducah and
more than triplemade a number of warm friends Katterjohn and Mr. John Edward
Jennie Wimberhe charged with disSTATESMEN HAVE TILT.
plated ware has the
Ville here. He he now religious di- Grief will be solemnized this evening orderly conduct, woe g,:ven a constyle
and appearrector of the Y. M. C. A. in Seattle, at 8:30 oeloek at the home of the tinuance until Frbdtuy.
'-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Bryan and Senator Daniel Air Griev- where he fine began his
The disorderly conduct charge.
association bride's ;parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
ance
of the best
--Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001
ances in lintel.
/
2
work. His home is in Eugene.; Ore. \V. Katterjehn, 1136 Caldwell street. against John Crawford and Na-n- Nash
Sterling.
It is arBroadway. Phone .196.
THE AVALON PATTERN
Hi* fiancee is a talented Seattle girl. The Rev. G. T. &Akan, D. D., of was continued until this afternoon-.
tistic and yet simple,
Washington, D. C., Nov 27.e-Sen-We have just received another
the Droadway Methodiet church, will
The warrants charging Ida Morris,
is more than triple plated, and each piece will
lot of those beautiful White Wax De- ator Daniel and William Jeteninge
perform the ceremony. It will be a May Lane and, Charles Lomb with disWashburn-Mitchell Wedding This
Bryan had a sharp passage at arms
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
last
a lifetime.
pretty home ceremonial. with an in- orderly conteuct were flied away with
Morning.
-We give you better carriage and in the lobby of the New 'Willard
formal reception afterwards. They leave to reinstate,
A beautiful -borne wedding charbetter service for the money than which resulted in the abrupt terminaare popular young people belonging
Ca-rule lieneerson, charged with
individuality
a
Is given by any transfer company in tion of the conversations The two acterized by (teeming
to two of Paducah's old and' trub- petty larcen). was discharged.
and the grace of simpecity, was the stantial
families.
America. Fine carriages for special distinguished Democratss met as Senator Daniel welted over to the ele- nueriage of Miele Etta CHTIO Washoccasions on short notice; also eleMarriage License.
been
E.
Meehell
and
Mr.
this
Si
1.101
vator front the cigar stand. The
Pleasant ()emotion.
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
Lee Stone and Virge. Perkins,
greeting and handshakes were not niornang at 8 o'clock at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William MeCtellah
Sleast E. Mitcheli anal Etta Carl
-Forms for real estate agents for
marked by excessive ourdiality. The the bride's neother, Mrs. Eva J. Wast- entertained a limited Trumber of their
Washburn.
sale at this office.
burn.
street.
1923
Madison
The
fainconeersation proceeded along soma
frieuds most pleasantly last evening.
Louis Rothe; Red Ruby Wallace.
-City subscribers to the Daily
,what conventional linen, apparently, /Ike and a few intimate friends of
The house was efferevely decorated
Witham Riley and Mary Etas LanSun who wish the delivery of their for a
moment or two, bat bystanders the youog couple witnessed the cere- Si the colors red. and geent. theight-,
Incorporated;
drum.
papers stopped must notify our col- heard enough of the conversation mony, which was impressively prOrefrestments were served. The
ful
lectors or make the requests direct then to show that politics had been
u need by the Rev. G. W. Banks, of
guests were: Mr. Joseph M,Oleilen,
Deeds 1:11.41,
to The Sun office. No attention will broached.
the Trimble Street Methodist chtfeeti.
Mrs. Minne Wagese. Mr. Al Teeter,
E. S. Harringum to Andy Seitz
be paid to such orders when given
Senator Dade' made some allueioo Mies Nebel Meshed obeyed the wee- Miss Mattes Trotter, Mr. and
FOR SALE-Carpet tilling . Me.
Mrs. property on Monroe street. $1,500.
ply 945 Clay,
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
to the course of Mr. Bryan at the St. ding march.
Lestc.r Yates, Mee Purdy. Mrs.
411
--Miss Isabel Mohan, pianiat and Louie conven4lon in 1941. in which
The bride axed .be
oom stood) in Regrew. Mrs. Brantley, Miss Mamie
FOR RENT-Two rooms for hal
In Bankruptcy.
accompanist, Ms now her studio in the Nebraska statesman had tried to the arched doubt* doorway between
housekeeping, 407 South Fourth.
Mr- listemeMe&_ Melia Mismes -.ledge K. W. Beebe, esseseese Si
tbeenkiteficia-CernTin National bank:forciellileletis Into theplatform. Ur. the hall and parlor under a cluster of Nannie and, may Mies, Mr.
Oscar traniteuptey.
horse shoeing,
J. E. MORGA'N
Avrday 'received nobuilding, second floor, where she.' Bryan remarked. that the platform mistletoe. Ferns cut lined the doorgeneral repairingea rubber tires, 408
Mills. Mr. and Mse. Grineel. William Hee that Judge Eva n.% had approved
would be pleased to see all her ought to have been satisfactorY, way and effectively decorated the
and Joseph Grtnall, MT. Watts, Mr.
the ale:mance made George W.1 Subscribers inseetieg want ads in South Third.
friends and patrons.
slece the senator was chairman of hail. The parlor WPS a pretty symCecil. Mr. and Mrs. Palates, Miss Landrum, of Smith:and, of $100 in The Stu> will kindli reineuiber that
FOR SALE at a bargain,. New
-Mr. II. C. Hollins has :eft the the committee on resolution's which phony of white and pink c.ornations
Annie Plates, Mr. Louis Plates.
the W. D. Foley bankruptcy c-, , 'all such items are tie he paid foe seven room brick house in course of
city for a few months, and I have ac- drew it.and ferns. The bride, who is an espeLandram was master cononieserties'when the at. is inserted, the rule ap- conetruction. Sixteenth between Madquired an interest in his businese and
Senator Daniels replied that Mr. cially pretty .aneri eenswerne girt leoked Civics Department to Helmet Traah
of
county anal the allewePlying to every oue without eaCeil• ison and Monroe. Phone 1562,
shall look after it for him. Any inBryan had forced certain things into charnerg in an arteetic trwreeng ensBoxes.
time
one.
* is for services rendered
formation with reference to any
FOR SALE-12-ton towboat withit. teed kept others out of it, threat- Orme of brown cloth weh a elk
The Civics department of the Wobranch of It will receive prompt atFOR KINDLING wood ring 2361. out engine. Suitable for either gasoentitle that he would not support the Lenses of harmonizing shades. She man's club met this Intoning at the
tention if you will call up The Sun
---111T-CHELLS for high-grade bicy- lene or steam. Lucas & Gilbert. 303
ticket if certain things wire
not carried a shower bouquet of bride club house. It was the regular NAVY 'YARD ORDERED TO
office. Beth phones 358. E. J. PaxFraternity building.
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cles,
WORKMEN.
826-328 South Third street.
done.
ruse'. lilies of the voney and ampaea- monthly session of the club -and an
ton.
FOR RENT-Four room fiat with
WANTED-Fresh mileh cow& C.
"You must /earn to stick to your Ism ferns. Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Nich- amount of routine business was con-Skates for the rink, plain *eel
Portsmouth, Nov. 27. Rear Ad- M. Mark. Phone 2450.
bath, front and back porches, tails,
party. air," said the senator.
ols. of Baeilwell, a ester and brother- sidered. A petition will be presented
roller and ball-bearing roller, any
The wetly et Mr. Bryan was not te-law of the bride, were the matron to the board of public works at their mirai Bicknell., commandant of the
FOR SA-L
-k-Tar rent, laundry com- etc., upstairs. No. 1440 Broadway.
size, reassemble 'prices, at It. D.
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L. D. Sanders.
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-Order your engraved calling
"You must tease to take vont breakfast was served in the denting co-operation of the school children pected the fere*, of le)00 will be re- 437 F. Levin.
of land on the southeast aide of
cards for Christmas and Christmas
ideas from the Independence league." TOOTII at a prettily set table. A wed- will be salted to make this move a duced one-half. The same orders
where the N., C. & St.- L. R. R. crossgifts front The Ban at once. lee
FOR Mt
wow, old phone
"Oh, well," replied Mr. Bryan. "if ding hell of white carnations and success that It may be continued and are effecthe at Brooklyn and Boston
es Island creek, will be sold to party
2361.
cards and plate $1.20.
navy
yards.
we are to discuss the source of me ferns was suspended Maove the table. the boxes placed throughout
making best offer for same. See
the
-For numbering machines, band
FOUND-Small pocketbook. Call
better Lore chains of smilax exts,nded from city.
Memo the coneereation lied
Magistrate John Thompson or John
deters rubber type and stencils of all
2330 Broadway. Describe property
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GETTING
cease."
J. Blotch. 119 South Foertb street.
the betl to the four corners of the
kinds, call on The Diamond Stamp
ALONG SATISFACTCRILY.
Rooms for rent, 40,8 Washington CLEANING AND PRESSING teats
And the two statesmen separated. table. The piere cards were heartof ('Jumbos Deuce.
Knights
Works. 115 South Thierk Phones 358.
Old phone 2500..
Although Senator Daniels was one shaeed cards of white tied with white
The Knights of Columbus well enly done. Satisfaction
guarantee&
-Place your orders for welding
James Bulger. of Ninth and Jones
of the foremost supporters of Mr. ribbon, with the pietwre of the bride tertain with a dance this evening at
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and
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for
delivered.
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invitations at home. The Sun Is
streets
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was
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Broadway.
It
bell building on
FOR SALE--L-R-011 top desk with ,Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
week, spent a restless night. but is
anywhere„ at prices the two have not been able to "hit it
you will find
invitation affair.
chair. Apply at this office.
1338-a.
better today. There are .no alarmmuch lower than you will have to off" well of event years.
HOUSE for rent 1010 Jones
ing symptoms, and the physicians
--FORTUNE TELLING- Do not fall
pay elsewhere.
At the Home of the Friendlies.
street.
Ito consult Zertele Ramenda. Gypsy
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everything, asks
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Hoe at the Home of the Friendless
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days you will see anywhere. Give Removes Bed Clothing and Deserts
PARTNER wanted moving lecture gentlemen 50c. Hours 10 to 9 daily.
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2:30 until 6 o'clock. The woman's
Sick Young Man.
your order at once, for Christmas.
show. Ad-dress F., care Sun-.
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WANTED-To buy a medium
gifts. The men of the city are int drifted 24 hours and finally lodged price, desirable home, close in on
more oysters etall No. 55 city market to come and protect a man seriesuely
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with tiehold fever from the linThey were tired, hungry and almost
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to 6 is especially in their honor.
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A BRICK residence for rent, 835
hopeless when picked up.
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Madison. Apply to Re'. W. E. Cave,
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Save
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FOR RENT-The seven room. one the recover,- of damages to the
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Wallace's drug Ettore, Seventh and a money corwideration, will likely seThan Double'. in Six Weeks.
Mr. Will Scott returnee last night spend Thanksgiving in Ovetmehoes.
buttons, pants lined with from Milan), Tenn., where he accom- Mr. Will Rudy has gone to Dam- Washington streets.
cure his freedom on Friday atte-r a
Colorado Springs. Co').. Nov. 27.panied Miss Virginia Newell. At vele to witness the ThankegivirlO
GO and have a pair of pants made teetering on a charge of being a suelinen, indestructible lin1 D. Hawkins, genera' max:eager ot
Humboldt Miss Newell met her sister. football game.
to order for $7.0e)
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ings, he's all right.
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tan Of Detectives McGough and
In all desirable shades. ed
'mg the past six weeks, the geld Or'
bedside of her brother, Col. T. H. -With them to Brownsville.
MOTHER'S SOOTHING BALM fo. pleaded with him to drop the case, 'Opel Is the Cripple Creek deserter
The' Rev. W, T. Dolling, D. D., left !hiker.
Let us show you.
chapped and rough skin, mate by which, if it ever came to trial. wou'd
Remember, every suit
had /Fore thee doubled Mid that the
The Rev. J. W. Dlackard will ar- Mrs. Hawkins,
today for Paris. Tenn. \Ira. Bolling
Is for sale at Stutz's d-rag into it the memos of the best
(Werke has not shown such itetivety,
has our guarantee hack
and children will remain here a week rive home this evening from Browns- candy store.
families in the city.
for several years. This essemotion
longer. They will be at the resi- ville and Paris, Tenn, where he atThe New York police have fagged
it.
Prices
of
$4
00
DON'T
tW
Hokein-theFORGET
a partly this to the granting by raildence of Mrs. R. L. Moore. 22,0 tended the funeral services of the
to identify Spetuldket AR 0. F. Spate.
Weal,
111
South
Third
street,
for
'/
and $5.00.
steads of red/treed rates; to smelters ot,
Rev. T. J. Newell,
North Seventh street.
01mo-con-ear-IN., tamales and sandlow grade ores.
Mrs., J. S. Mitchell. .17-08 Clay
Mime Mollie McCleary, stenog•rapher
Illobbseligherie is pretty good
wiehete of all kinds.
in the News-Democrat business office. street, went to Trenton, Teen., tocompany for himself, Isn't he? Stables
FOR RENT-One six-rotern cot- --I 'should
Ingleekle Re4wkalis No IT.
•
has gone to Owensboro to spend day to visit relatives.
say -he. was. Why, that
Nth", tags, 602 North Seventh. All modThe ledge will meet tonight at
it, chithnhh,
Mrs.
feliow would rather play solitaire
Thaneetel
seeteeete *
7.24) an allrinembers ere urg-ed to
Te- daughter, of Murray. were bete tireenril eeneeniettees. Phone 254.
than poker.-Philadelphla Record.
iThi Keeling and
1jnajta
CAL...1W
GEORGIE SHOCT, N. G.
after a visit to Milford Rogers and 'visit Mrs, Cohernan's sinter, Mne,houses. Apply tO Mrs. M. Kahn, 303
Fin and Broadway. Op.Palm Heim
Anyway, a bald man doesn't have
ETTA BECKENBAUGH." Sec.
1North Ninth.
)Ralph Stanfield.
fitnille.-ifelefield Messenger.
to worry about gray bake
......
rairribr

'lips eo

fair

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
AT-r
•r-r•ri-e4r4r4

IN THi COURTS

Ot+.4-r-r-ri-r-v-r-r 4

GOOD GOODS

Are the goods to buy, as they stay
good so very long, which brings the
first price down, and they always
look nice during service.

We shall be closed
all daq
Aanksgiving
?r•°-

29,375 Hours of Your Life

IOCAL NEWS

Ar-r4

IIART'S the place to buy good
goods at the right price.:

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

l

i.)

•

Cam oisliests

And Chest Protectors
For Men and
Women, Too

50c to $3.50

pzie

of

Dress Your Boy

.r4

3Mt,

-en!

e;ster,------

TAnr, FIX

1 HE

PANAMA CANAL

(LYDIA E.PINKNAMI
VEGETABLE
COMPOUND

REPOUT SPEAKS FAVORABLY OF
HIRING LABOR DIRECT.

Received.

Waahlrigeon, Nov. 27.—Full details
of the work done on the Panama
eaeal during the fleetti year of
illt a sh >wing of what has been aecemplished
s:nce the
project has
been in American hands, ate disclosed
in the annual report of the lethmian
canal commiesibn, made public today.
It is the first rceert made of the
ceeratIons on the isthmus sin-re the
construction work has been in charge
of army engineers. Aside from bee

*crawl

For Everybody in the Home'

The Splendid Nese

Satan Sanderson

nature
'
s

re-

-- building period, when the
enerl.*- used by the brain,
nulse.
ies and
rev:ed.

If s„!!
Ii; r,:bli',A

Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
by Hattie Errninie Rhos
Author of Hearts Gawreigwaillge
and The Castaways
bleigaincesuly Illbsiorated
A. IL WENZZJLL

by

embraces the Oniebra divieion, extending tram the Charges river to
Pedro Miguel, the Charade division,
embraced
between
d 'op water in

AMONG_1111 DEPAILTILLNT1 114 ME NONE MAGAEDIE
AU TIMISOLLOWING
Mean
An art which requiem most studious and Add.
gout ego/scab= to be known it Its tem. Many
✓ealms, eecompanied lids smarter illianwatioaa,
amble ear readers to we asamsat variety MA
40SM Oa the bane ta .
Marian flatland, the greiMat bhring IMMO
fty, esachseta thi. deputises&
110111112DELDDIG
This department emetasitly redacts de best
ideas and esmerience of the whole camary its
hicAlniezom
eifortabla artiddds yet mationehm
_
_
priced
111112,101 DECORATION
Gemniely helpful, with timely maggesdams ei
precal
tic ream. Mural decorioni,
at
raga,
and the 001Tht arrangement
twee.
Wieety with a_ggemeid view as GOOSINSASSIOS and
aanaisan

molitril WEI OR LA/MAPS
GARDiNDC
Ineahrabie ter those lovers of natters mini
mold make their horns grounds attractive and
hainuful. Helpful to the amateur florist tied
imarmung to every one.
TES YIGETAILI GARDEN
Semosable articles dreing with gardening on
S town or city lot What to grow and how to
grew it. Filled with good idea& Illustrated.

ma 1110ILSE AND THE STABILE
Illustrated as-debts by acksowiedned authorities.

Unredeemed pledges in watches, diamonds and guns go at
half price, as I will quit that line.

S.

THIS MAGAZINE
of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., comprises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
best taste.
•
•
•
•
▪•
Is or.e

Stamps

The Sun

They save the continual writing
They are

Ilieeellerrill novels, the mom popular stories of America, appear as serials before there
pubkication in book form.
TER CROICEST SHORT STORIES
Humorous stories, love stories an.I grades
of bumnees en i adventure-04mill,
'cacaos,
satisfying is' .,•ghtful, and lots of n.e a, el.
appear in every number.
THE eetera JAR
A mirth provoking, cheerful, eclat
exhilarating collection of vagrant totS of
and hisasee. both young sad dd.

Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .* .* • • .•

Use the
Diamond Rubber

over the same thing.

Sig 14.‘It
,
0*kb &
le4

Of Any Cost

Panic Prices on Men's Suits

We are also making Panic Prices on Shoes, Men's Furnishing Goodaand Hats, Oar hat line is particularly strong.

CkalINSKM

VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS
What mew and women of many yr/ciders are
thinking, and frying, ma the questions of the
day.

ABSOLUTELY FREE

ro

$6.98.

MAINLY ADM
tettall .::g et et ia paragraphs of Ames:
ker. men and
men. Mustrated with pee-,
traits.

This splendid magaz.ii-iz,1 will
be given to The Sun readers

a

When out looking for clothing, don't stop until you get to
The Huh, 211 Drordway, and see the $8.50 to $12.50 snits
which we are now selling for

=tr.:
.

All the departments are fully
illustrated w
pht tog raphs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in Taft
ilOMF. MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and wOite, are
Howard Chandler Christy,Harrison Fisher, A. 13. Wenzell,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. 0.0,
George Brehen,_ Jayliatabalc,1
etc.. etc. •
-

TwawavermewnearnwailiZirs
,

loss of

HEAD TO FOOT OUTFITTERS

Illustrations

rAsinossi

PRACTICAL
Choice designs. iituatrations and ='')
descr ip miens carefully selected
ere edvarice styles, practical sod eatirect.
Oar pattern department residers weep mid
satisfactory service its stiniesone mgt.
ZMISOII)UY AND sugx.givosa
rrnty yet sailple
drs4cee that ems mow
lartimen can iocce.sf oily accomplish. Tha ves
ety colored suggests warneth4r4 that
all interested in different types of n
WEALTH 04D HYGIENE
I :.e rait's,og of et 4., ng, well-formed, perfectly
• ditveio:xd--he,, tne value f exert we bathing, with Special rti:le•
car, of the
c•
eyes,
teeth
Cana

The Bobbs-Merrill Company,Publishers,Indianapolis,Ind.

Lake Gatun and the (barges river.
the Otoloa dredging dIvICon. extending from Oaten to deep water in the
Atlantic, and tit? 1.a Boca dredging
Is:cn, takleg in all excavItion between tile La Eleca locks and deep
water of the Pacific.

montayille Flawers• Recital.—
Quite a representative audience
!it-tenet to Mr. Montaville Flowers'
interpretation of Ben Hur at the W.
mares club last night. Mr. Flow,
:
Is a finitheal eiceation st and
a
scholar, as shown- by his inteleigeer
grasp of the plot and story of -Gre
oral Lew Wallace's masterpiece. Mr.
lelowers' voice is deep, well modulated and under complete control,
ills rendition of the dramatic passeages In the dialogue, especially the
famous charioTerace, was stirring.

POULTRY AND THE KENNEL\
and bel; ful departments:T.Iffrliii;
Purvis, editor of Poultry, is ono of the contrib.,
Uteri.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

1

Continued

By the best writers in the coun
try appear in every issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.

(LA MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENTS)

Tim esaseigement et a Mine frwa cellar to
garret, with mint location frf the t1cavan i and
me labor-seeing device now halos aaseisetwee for est neemeniance of the tiorormiaker.
whether the banum be of twie at twenty tooma.

ermegErTISMIIZ
m4Z 1,

Short Stories

•

LiTi:e
isra,

ware4el-1y dreesed: On a table nearby
were two notes, written in Spanish. FRENCH KILL 1,200 TRIBESMEN.
One was atldreesed ta Senor Pedro.
sleep multiplies this loss
charge of the Cuban legation., an
Arab Forces Make Fierce Attack on
until you become
physthe other wee a public letter, wIteh
Camp and Meet With Repulse.
road:
ical wreck.
Dr. Miles
'
"Good-by to every leotly, I arn eating
Maghnla, Algeria. Nov. 27.—Ten
Nervine quiets the irrito leave th:s world be - ause I have thousand of the fiercest Name's tribes;
tated nerves and brings
not the courage to erelure it."
men swooped down on the
French
Serer Pear!), has':y summoned, ramp yesterday and were beaten off
refreshing,'
invigorating
hod hi,. frlered removed to the hoe- with a loins of 1.200 killed..
The
sleep.
Nervine contains
pita!, Senor -Bemire 1 ler et about 25 fighting continued for a long time,
opiates, and therefor
years of age aral Lae ixen connected and was condueted on the part of the
leaves no bad after-effects.
with the ken-tern for a year. He has tribesmen apparently with total die
"For ovtr two years I suffered nubeen populsr among members of the regard for their lives,
tria rtfor.nies: my friends thought I
diplomatic cotre, but It le said that
At cue time the French infantry
era e g..ing crazy.I mitild not slam
re•r rr .4 at en. I tried different docd:sappo:ntment in a love affair mray were in danger of being out-rote
tor,. era treed to end relief. Sty
Kate prompted him to attempt hie but they finally
d1sen.ge7gW
ed vcAtirl ache all the time; I was
•
dr.!tik eeuldv.i.ot concentrate
life.
His friends
will- not di-sense selves from their perilous pa' r•'
vt,of
mesh,..,ginfl
this.
by a most brilliant charge of tee
w..-.-. -.1 it-at eh-4•4 was out of the
go..I
fr..r t king one t.ottl."
Spehis. The rout of the Arabs was
Dr. lstti,
N. rot,-,-- I felt wonderfully
— ----ethane-ea 1---eses-eivine- wee my third
_ __Grace. teluirch_Guikle
complete-A by algorism*. -shell-Wee be
tle an,1 nen gluing all the time. I
The Grace Chin tit Guild is arrang- the artillery. The French loss was
can lie down and v!,”p hir n died.
ant tin eels te de my
ing to have a etreieemass bazar on eight killed.
frt'OTT-.—F.wt EA, Ind.
December .7.
The Arabs were not discouraged
Vlur
Dr% N'.ites' Nero.
by this severe repulse, but reformed
aed• we auti-or:ze hm to fet,r411
err—
n-st bott:e (on;y) it ;It fade
Cautious Customer (in drug store) their forces and In addition directed
to 7. r,e'
—How mueh de you charge for a their efforts to rousing other trlb,
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, hid
dime's worth of tooth powder?
The fighting was resented today. The
New C!.ek— Twenty-five omits.-- result or-- the battle now on are unknown at present.
give.

ONE DOLLARtAiYEAR
eft`tee...el

mystery,love and strange adventuring kindles the interest tit
the fuethe point.
et

I

iS

TEN CENTS A COPY

dent with quick succession,and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,

acterisation and intensely dramatic,withstirringclimanSatius

A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator lea a
and others. Fully illuetreted.
Begins soon.

MAGAZINE

swift,exciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows inci-

Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring,picturesque
in background,faithful in char-

Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates

heHOME

Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives—are set in

.-

tileep

A Special Feature

Serial Story

r

The wren pent of ST: tadjoinleg apart
mere detected fumes coming from
Senor Born Weiler's eeorns shortly before /3 o'clock, a17.1
When
it was
learned that the dVornat tvad been
eren to ewe:- a short time before, the
pollee were eared aid en entre-nee
v. nr4 f• r• 4.
was feeied /ling anewa,
reef: le • Ltd, v.ith the gm
g tin
ly ftem
leer jets. He

For all the Family Circle

THE DOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOMKMAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.

.••••••••..•••
4111•11•••
,
.

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women

Sleep

Ita
d..t.T.er
.

Tilt MOM& MAGAZIN' is the ooly magazine that deala wrth all the interests of Ole
home,that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its ceiaerebutions center in the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more cousfartabte, mere interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions fur the hoes...wife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is c he e
i, happy-hearted, whole-souled. Its dominant
note is the hole of optimism and hopefulness. k rein cover to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
TUE MOVE MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American 'Man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
TOE NOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Clete contributes a great series on heave furniture Making.

Fleet Detailed Accouat of toperatiens
Under Government Sueterk

ette0,teue paid the French
commie.
and to Panama an segregate of $4 N.2, S5,114, has been expended by the
government on the project adopted
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
by congress. and while it was estiwrite Mrs Pinkham, Lynn. Mass, for advice. She is the Mrs. Pinkham
who has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
matral by the board of eouselting enyears, and before that she a,,sh,te.ti her mother-in-law Leine E. Pinkham
gineers would ultimately toot .$1313,i n advisine. Thus she is well qualified to guide sick women back to
705,2U0.
health. lier advice is free and ale ays helpful.
There Is no reference in the report
to the propositiun brought forweld
to exte-nd the width of the tasks to
110 feet att as to accommodate, withI reared his mother started to querrel
out ditficulty, the extreme breadth
as soon as his father eetered
the In the development
of ship builder.g
! house. The boy said
his
mother and this will be umee
the subject of
!threatened to shoot his lather and
a special communication from
the
the latter attennaed te
the' commission.
seize
A strong position is
svearon.
ItIleFlelt es Tolls
taken favorable to the continuation
Att.- Vayer SPA her husbar.d was
—7
AND III Illett SON.
of the policy of doing the work by
\ea. !!1 are! I, -an
quarree. hired instead
to
of by contraet
- labor, a
h.
.1 hi:11 th
revelver,
eireep at one titre seriously conriderrel
h o 11.:(1 vtr..F.....,
tho.
11 It b
• by the adminietration. and many are
M."1. George Mayer Mimes anti hills lei 1
;eel
h..: life.
Maser uments are presented
to justify the
Her Heehaw' in 'their Hem,
eceepled
.
lb her and IS l,t..11 l'it• rccommission in its concluelon that the
"Iiii-awr.
.o.' r
•
117 ry
ti•
w:Iti canal ran be built bettes.
cheaper
ii
es tin.
The teothere and more quickly
by the government.
!r.
eai• r boy to The polio .
eauleitton, uponwhich so mesh def.
Lnd %hen the ',nen( ; nes
for the comfort and health of
Ch. tr et.
Nev.
--(I ere.
e tie! !enters. they found Mr.;.
the until.
..oyes, I. treated of in the rei•. (ori
en a heel
tee door
the . port. and a
welt
statement Is made
of
, i!(1 mm
tirnuher
htt;:f r,
I.:Jai:11 it 'ail at ha
"hat eat, beets tIn ne, and- the deelantLeh)
•s
face
was
smeared
with
Weed,
46;
av•-bite
ar:..r
• tion made that there was no yellow
le! ler, Ia. eared his father after lee
fevr originating on the isthmus durf.ideathe tffi-...to of
bu.:er,
a
reeeerez, Mrs. Mayer Is b• .ns:
, lag the year.
%w ee:.
te tee tee eet p rid!ux the outcome of
As bearirar en the question of the
Mrs. Mayer told the Pee'
,
iht the coroner's inquest.
sh'e•hility of the four.dations for It7'
rho-eine was acted, eta..
it.
pos. d lock sites, the report
eripen v.aei diteetarged when
r
ii
I
i from the. conclusions of the Ceti
41.4.44,1-•-1111.1.0-.4-3I 'aril:1411S TQ.
,
..44.
COMMIT St-lelllE IN '.UN.ling en r int..ere who merle a penneetal
her. The fatal etrugele eas
etimination of the material at ml
ed li. ti;..ir two childr
Itoi.•ra .
lo k
and who found that all
az.•(1 7, and William, as-4 2.
The
Venhingeon. IX C., Nov. 27. --Se71
the leeks of the dimensions thea •
c 'i!.' i.e
ave, the authorities a vi ret Bogello
M.
arttitg
siou ir the affair will I WM.-re
h.”;,-rel'',..r of the Cetrea kegatem. at- ercpoeed I S5 foot level canal) would
-1.! storyby 11,s mother. lie terneeeti mi m:'rrY suielee hy ahre- rest on enk of se.h chararteir that Lt.
ane etiumierating gas in his quarto, would furnish a safe and stable fowl,
dation.
at the Doug'ne arearturseit house.
Exenvation and Dredging.
Is 1.,
,
.. 94" at the lierneopatiVe hospital
and has a chance to recover.
This department of cenetrmeion

TWO STORIES

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

ee.

MatMOM
W1411.&SIIIillt

Is acknowledged to be the most successful remedy in the couatry for
those painful ailuseuts peculiar to
women.
For more than 80 years it has
been curing Female Complaints,
such as inflammation, and lleseration. Falling and Displacements,
and oonsequeut Spinal Weakness,
Backache, and is peculiarly adapted
to the Change of Life.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM
Records show that it has cured
more cases of Female Ills than any other one remedy known.
Lydia E. Pinkhaszes Vegetable Competind dissolves and expels
Tumors sa an early silage ef development. DrangingSensationseausing
paiasweight,and headache are relieved and permanently cured by its use.
IA corrects Irregularities or Painful Functions, IN'eakness of the
Stomach. Indigestion, Bloating. Nervous Prostration. Headache, Genet
rat Debility; also, Dizziness. Faintness Extreme Lassitude. "Doitet, care
and swantto be left alone- feeling. Irritability. Nervousness.Sieeplessnesa.
Flatulency, Melaneleeia or the - Blues." These are sure indications of
female weakness or ts,,IsIC organic derangement
For Kidney Complaints of e:ther sex Lydia E. Pinkharu's Vegetable •
Compound is a most excellent remedy.

,
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115 S. Third St.

net expensive. Send usan order,

Prices Right.

B.

MICHAEL, PROFYRIETOR
211 BROADWAY
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The Diamond Stamp Works
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PAGE SEVEN
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And many other painful and serious
ailments from which most moti.ers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
“Motters Fried." This great remedy
is a God-send to women,carrying
them through their most critical
ordeal with safety and no pain.
- No woman who uses'Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child,and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy'recovery. The child is
also healthy, strong and
good natured. Our book
'Motherhood," is worth
Its weight in gold toevery
woman,and will,be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to
Bradfield Regulator Cd. Atlanta,Ga.

1151
BREAS

MOTHER'S
FRIEND

SWEENEY.VERNEY NOTE,I.. COMPANY

PAGE'S RESTAURANT

S

is

CITIZENS',SAVINGS BANK

Capital
Surplus
adocklemekleell-

$100,000
50.000
100,1100

Total security to depositors
Accounts of individuals and firms
/Mall 22 Well 29 large depoeitors and
courteous treatment.

solicited. We
accord to all

it2eit,tte0
appreciate
the Sallie

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
I

CHARGE MADE At: tINST FOUR
PROMINENT MEN.

OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.

r
Third and Broadwa,,

41111111111111111111111NEWIllrlellgaseie ebeee.IL

FOR RENT
desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.

AMERICAN:ERMAN NATIONAL BANK

NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indicate. Purity of the

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. • Sold
most everywhere.
ACUSIN•l•-•ert.

I

I5 RHEUMATISM
DEFENSE SCORES
CURABLE NOW?
COURT RULES OUT PART
el'I-EAN'ti TESTINIONY.

POSITIONS SECO
Or

rl E D
i..; k
1-t

CONTRACT given, busked to 400000 00 coital and 18 years' SUCCESS

ges
olieAL
BusineDRAUGHON'S lkC Tj(

OF
(lacer ;,..rated.)

One Accused of Arson, Tivo Destroying NOM MAK and Ono
Conspiracy. '

Clarksville, Tenn
Nov. 27.— A
seneation has been caused in this
section over the arrest of tour prominent citisens of the county on the
charge of being connected with one
of the depredations in the dark to.
bate() district. The grand jury has
returned indictments against George
Sanders, charging him with arson,
destroying e tobacco crop and destroying tebacco
James
plant*.
Cross and Dr. S. M. Hoskins awe
charged with
destroying
tobaoco
plants end Dave Winters la indicted
for an alleged conspiracy in connecBroadway, 3C
.th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
tion with the matters resulting from
the tobacco situation. The case
• Most Centrally gLocated Hote: on
against Sanders is the °lite/sine of an
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk..
inveetigajap made of the burning of
to 25 leading theatres. Compleek
a gener0 -merchandise Fevre at Frerencrated snd transformed in every
departmee. retaalaie in all redonia. entailing a loss of several
spects. visdeplee• in each wen,
thousand dollars. The store was
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
owned by W. E. Wall. who is a non•with Capacity of 1200.
association man, anti was sot on fire
after he had been repeatedly warned
The Famous
to join the association. On the same
German Restaurant
night eight acres of tobacco was
pulled up and 'previous to this time
Broadway's chief attraction for Spetobacco plant beds were ruined. All
cial Food Dishes and Popular Music.
of the men except Winters are alleged
[meet's:1 P!mn. 03 deems. MO sees.
to have taken part in the aestruction
r *es for Reece 51.50 an/;ward. $2.00 and ur..arci wilt, bath. Parke BeasearnaselP,th
of tobacco tied tobacco plants.
e$3.00 and upward. $1.00a/haw oat •s.0 pawns og...,py eingle t00121.
The greatest interest has been
S.
FOR BOOKLET.
taken in the trial which is Let for next
Friday, and Judge Tyler has ordered
a special venire of forty men sumrt. TIERNEY. !demurer
moned, which, with the regular jury,
will make a full panel of fifty-two
men. Of the extra jurors, twenty
wile be selected by the sheriff and
twenty by one of the sheriff's deputies. The names are to be handed to
the sheriff before Tuesday, when they
123 South Second.
will be held subject to inspection by
counsel for both the prosecution and
now open in new quarters
Open day and night. defense. Objeetione to any of the
men composing the venire will be
heard Wednesday morning, and it
ANNINNIIININININPINS the objection are sustained, Judge
Tyler will select otiee' men to
the vacancies.
W. -F. Paxton,
R. Rudy,
I' Pnryear,
President.
Assistant Cuothier.
(*ashler.
On account of the interest in the
trial throughout the dark tobacco
district. it is expected that hundreds
of farmers will be in attendance..
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NIGHT RIDING

Science Proves it a Symptom
of Kidney Trouble and Easily Relieved.
GIVE

THU.;

I I,C I l•E.

eiway, and Iteinsville and Se Lulls.
PAD UCAH, 312 Bet
Bookkeeping, Banktna. Sleirthatirt, Penniansnip. Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
More Vietneeees in the Walsh Case by butdness men Also teach by fuse. Write, Wine, or call fur eeetlogue.
Deny Signing Memacand
30 Colic:gates in 17 Stettspis.
Notes.

SON
GUY
NANCE
&
Undertakers and Embalmers

Chicago, Nov. 27.—The croseexamination of Frederick Vs. McLean,
former cashier of the Chicago National bank, gave the attorneys for
Recent hospital ri.perts show that jOlin RI. Welsh an opportunity to
211-213 S. Third Si.
Paducah, Ky.
the dread diaesise,
score ....era! points today. The most
steadily inereaaing throughout the I mportant cans? when the explanin
country. All known Means of relief ion by MeLean of reports to 4the
are being suggested to save the great(
'hicago Clearing House association
affluent of sufferiag this winter. es- was excluded by .the court on the
pecially among those who are cot ground that the former cashier had
in a poiltlou to pack up and vieie the not personally made out these docunoted health resorts to be treated. rnente.
Recent tests prove theunuteent not
The objection by the defense came
IS BY
exactly a disease in itse:f, but a after Msdean
had testified that
severe symptom of kidney trouble, a Walsh had directed hint to treat the.
condition mused by cle4gel up Popes eunerous tuemorendum notes of the
of the elintieative tiseues in the kid- bank as direst loans to the parties
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN EFI
ney& which fail to flier the poison- whose names were signed to them
•
ous waste matter and tire acid from n the bank reports sent to the dearthe blood, -permitting these su beart- ng house and to the controller of
ces to remain in the ‘l
and discone he curensy. The Walsh attorneye
pose, usually settling about the joints argued that as McLean had not made
and muscles, causing the intense ut th3 reports in g ees:ton himself
itive custams wet de mere of tie!
pain, swelling and stiffness; of Thetis 1Is tealmony regarding them
was limiting
with boss and serows. The
mat isna.
Incompetent, and this view was up- way
they use the bow
is -nether
A well-known specialist, who has held by Judge Andersen. Under
unique. They sight their game, (se
probably treated me re easeS of rheu- cross.examination McLean admitted
cuiete the distance rest then stow
matism than anyone else and who is that the bank examiners were familtheir arrows Into the air, whereupon
the most successful, gives the iar with the memorandum notes and
the weapon fa".s up,ie the mark,
foilowigg eitapie treatmemt, whIch is knew ties collateral on which they
whether bind or le ase seven LIMOS
harmeess and !nese,iv'.?. and so were based. He also admitted that
out of tin, with fatal effect. Th..
simple that anehody can mix it at he did not tern over cashier's checks tenantry
they Lbahlt is quite col
to Weleh personally, but gave them
home.
and ofn
e in the niortring I have seThe ingredients :Ire: Fluid Extract to the barker's private bookkeeper.
a thin
st of Ice oNer the jar
Datelellon, one-half
wince; Vont- B. B. McKay.
weer
I ;I
on my tab! s
A .7.
pound Kargon. one ounee: Comwhen sh v-ree limier two or
AFRICA.
LONE FARMER IN
pound
Syrup
a:lie:kilts:11:a. three
lee!,
! •
ounces. Go to an; go d prescription
Ri-ducah
pharmacy end get these three vege- A German Pioneer Tells of chalices
the
Zambesi.
of
North
table ingredients and mix them by
teneeei...te
shaking in a bottle, taking as a dose
A German farmer named It. G. thou
:11 a scan
tien'et apart-I
a teaspoonful after each meet and Koch has been tilling the soil for mees•__ teneseee ege.re ae
again at bedtime.
four years about 100 miles north of
There is nothing teeter in the the Zambesi river in Central
i
talTsftl.1-:
wetted for backache. Is All.ey P.I.r1 blad- No other farmer lives within fir y
ynn.• trees .is .11
to yourself.
Y.
,
11
it
suff.-r
from pains of env •
der tronble, too. Such Fe nuptorns as miles of hint.
I
vo'ir io.rs•-s re....1 not suffer. Try
frequent end painful urination. sore..!
tr3:Ls 411147
- 1..i.tt snlmni;,nkt.
.
There are not twenty European a
ease wea.kness...seneiaL614_114#TT011d farmers 1n the whole
delyility are caused by Certain,adds R
for ten y..ars and n,,A
it I,,'
letagl
ia,thaa
iah
:
e
gre
and poisonous waste matter, decayed
'
till16
1
tr)Off(PuNrew
"
"fru
oraks.
Stente
1;7
,
1,
tissue, etc., in the blood, which the Koch is a pian.eer.
Lan,.; Tiro,.
Tepee.
kidneys wall clear and purify after a
- - • He likes the soil and the climate. few doses of this priscription.
and Is there to stay. His farm is as
roar the equator as the north part All the patent medicines and
PUTS BLAME FOR 27 DEATHS
of Central America, but it stands toilet articles advertised in the
ON DC PONT POWDER CO. 4,000 feet above the sea and the heat
CONFESeleS CONFIDENCE (.AME.
paper are on sale at
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
is less oppree,Ive than in many mor,,
McPherson's Drug Store
Terre Haute. Ind., Nov. 27.—Utter southern regions.
Englishman Who Engaged 190 SecreNTUCKY
Fourth
and
Broadway.
di:irk-geed of huinen life is charged
taries in Pittsburg Fooled.
A few weeks ago Koch taiked to
look ?Aladin*, Bans Rork.. Legal
by Compeer Leavitt againat the Du a eotivention of farmers in Southern
Pittsburg,- Pa.. Nov. 27.— Oscar
Powder emtrostry-111 his verdict Rhodesia. They ware. interested in
•fid Library Work • specialty.
Frederik Spade, aeas Reginald In the case of the Forrianet Powles h:s story, for he is the first man cornSpatiklites, the young Englishman ruilis explosion. in which 27 persims Kent to giteeeleable testimony on
==azimomma
who was arrested on Saturday at the we re killed, more than, ..1-e0 lejtired the farming condition* beyond the
litilT11,()POL VI, ILL.
hotel
after
apand
Honey
having made
the town of Fontanet practically Zambesi.
I% A. Bailey, Prop.
buy horses, I
pointments *with over ifft) young men demolished.
lie told them he had settled on
wh6 desired to become his secretary
The verdict, in pert. is as follows: the surveyed line of the Cape to
sell
horses,
fewest and best hotel in the etty
on a world tour, each to furnish $5.00 "This factory was operated with utter
Cairo railread. for he knew he could ItstPe sv...".ito.
sample
large
Two
board
horses
admited today that he formerly lived lack of regard for human efe or Eel his
produce when the reileciad rooms. Basel rooms. Electric Lights
iii,
In New York and Buffalo, and had safety for ethers. The magazine was reached
him. Taking in a wagon- and The only centrally
located Hotel is
ilVcry taistness•
operated in both places.
located at such a short distance froth a few head of livestock he roamed
he etty.
Spade was taken to a Bertillon au the other mete of the faetory that
northward, following the Melees of
COMMERCIAL PATRONAOR SO.
operator, Joseph Tendon. He became It made each and every man emthe surveyors, till he reached a redejected, and said that if he had an ployed at the merry of any other etnllotsurtitersbrst)
UMW).
gion that exactle suited him. There
opportunity he would make away p:syy e and where an act of
Fourth It. toldkent.ckj Ave.
ignorance,
6-nlit a little shack and began to
with himself.
or negligetwe of one could kill or tie' uee the plow and other fartrtng imST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER ,Agingengsggimmicummi
.
Linden affected to take Spade se- jure all."
Draught in his
plements he had
riously, and, saying he alto was a
The verdict also recommends en- wagon.
PACKET COMPANY.
member of a puke& club, offered to actment ef stringent laws to prevent
Koch says that the best 'Wow land
(Incorporated.)
hitn. eindon sent for some Ee- stroll disastere in the future.
In the colong is a rich, deep black
eo:n salts. and, preparing a glass,
FOR THE TEN NKSkSER RIVER.
loam. found in the valleys and in
handed it to the despondent Spade.
The Evening Sun-10c a week.
STEAMER CLYDE
patches of from 100 to 2,000 acres
trot l'hone SU,
who thought it was poison and drank,
a: through the country. It grows
Death did not come as expected.
SO SOOTHING.
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Het et
the finest corn he ever saw.
Manufacturer of
and in a short time Spade felt brightEvery Wednesday at
p.
Then a gray sandy loam
er, and laughed when eye found the 14 Influence Has' Been Felt by So
adaptisl for the cultivation of tobacfokT
Many Paducah Readers.
Master
co. cot ton and potatoes. Ali caws A. W. wniTarr
hotel
ate
where
Spade
had
At the
atch
with proper cultivation grow spi•m- EUGENE ROBINSON
ranged for interviews with his prosThe soothing influence of relief. (fells. Garden truck can be rained
pecteve secretaries, there was a conAfter suffering from Itching Piles, the year round, arid he 'Is rais,
This company is not responsible
Feraihre
[lemma stream of people inquiring
ati Packet
From Eczema or any itchiness of wheat in, winter with
for invoice charges unless collected
mere**.
for him. Each applicant had his the skin,
by
the
clerk
the
of
boat.
third kind of soil is suitable
403
A
Mitten
St
$500 cash forfeit ready, and it Is ese
Makes one feel grateful to the rem- only
for pasture. GraRe grows in
Omitted that had Spade not been ar- edy.
Special exeurston rates from Padaabundance. cast'e keep in good conrested he would have had between
eab to Waterloo. Fare for the round Doan's Ointment has soothed hundition the year round, anti the cli$25,000 and $5,0,0,00 before night. dreds.
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every 11.411111111111
.
1110
.
1141110111
.
1101MIIMMI
mate at that nigh altitude is mild and
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Here Is what one Paducah sitizen
pleasant.
PROPOSES ROLE FOR YM. C. A. says:
Kosh's faith has been justified.
see
,
J. R. Womble. of 1162 Broadway,
The Cape to Cairo railroad has been EVANSVILLE, P.% D UC A II AND
Bring About. Better Feeling Between Paducah, Ky., says: "For years I
built 400 miles beyond his, inotse.eThe
CAIRO LINE.
Employer and Employe.
was a sufferer from Itching piles in
.ittle station of Kitomo has sprung
a very severe form. They were the
up near hie farm. lie has a market
(Incorporated.)
Washington, D. C., Nov. 27.—Sev- plague of my life. When I would
for all.__he can raise.
retary'ascer S. Straits spoke. at the get -heated up they smirld annoy me
Home Seekers' ticket-el° all
lie pays native aborers from $1.25 EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
V. M. C. A..convention today, taking terribly and at night I cauld get no
points in the south and south(Daily E.eept Snnday.)
to $2.50 a month, and thinks his
as his theme, "The Association and rest. I have often got up and walked
men compare favorably with black
west, Including New Orleans
the Workingtnan." He expressed the aroutid the room. I believe I have
Steamers Joe Fowler and John B.
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
labor in Cape Colony. He has no
might tried nearly every remedy that has
hope that the association
Worth, Okethome and Indian
doubt, now that the railroad has been Hopkins leave Paducah for Evansbring about closer relations between been on the market but nothing ever
Territory, at aetout one fare
Completed to the Braden Hal copper ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
employer and wage worker. He mid gave me the desired relief until I
for the rotund trip, good remires, that more farmers will come THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
that there was no lack of present got a box of Doan's Ointment at Du
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
turning for thirty days.
into
the region._
day problem*, but that this condition Bois & Co.'s drug store. The very
-tlandings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, ex
sag not because there sere more first application gave me relief and
cept Sunday. Special excureiop rater
Indians.
'
Tribe of Fighting
wrongs than in the past, for the after the second day I could go to
now in effect from Paducah to Cairc
"I -sojourned for nur.* than. a year and return, with or
rights of the man were Dever more bed at night and sleep as peacefully
without meals
jealously guarded. Better 'wages. and quietly as anyone The one Nix In Central America. mostly In Hon- aed room. Good music and
table tin
duras.
whew I went to make a study surpassed.
said the speaker, are paid and more cured me entirely. It is now about
comforts are enjoyed.
• three months since I used it and of the native Indian tribes." eaid
For further Information apply te
The secretary declared that tells, there has been no sign of a return. Charles C. Lesseuer. of New Orn'teatut. S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, ot
"These
are
mostly
between
aborigines
of Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
employer and worker I also used the ointment on my hand
floret
cannot be measured
by economic for a sore and found it very healing." warlike mold sod as brave fighters Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
laws, but must be determlued by the (From a statement given in 1900.) as any of the human race. I wive etv- First and Broadway.
peeltely twee-used with the inhabihigh principles of humanity,
A Lasting Cure.
Other speakers today included
On Feb. 18, Mr. Womble confirm- tants of the Copan and Gracia. die,Christian Phildfus. of Geneva. Switz- ed the above statement by saying: filets. They- are the belt fighting
THE
erland, secretary of the world's com- "I gave a statement in 19110 telling stock lawn Latin Amen-Ice. Three or
mittee of the Y. M. C. A.; J. H. Put- how Doan's Ointment had cured me four leindireri of them will often de- AND CURE THE LUNCS
terill. general secretary of London, of a severe case of itching piles. I feat any army .of theire their sire.
England; Representative Virgo, of am glad to confirm that statement at They are ever eager ftre battle and
the national council of the Y. M. C. this time as the cure has been last- reck nothing of heavy adverse oasis.
A. of Sydney. Australia, and Dr. ing. Doan's Ointment is certainly a They are supposed to bp Chrinstlans,
Kumetaro Sas.ao, of Japan.
superior remedy foe this trouble or but from what I saw and learned of
For information, apply to
Others I came to the belief that they
any akin affection."
City Ticket Oflipo, Filth and
Usually what is "good enough to
For sale by all dealers, Price 50 practice heathen rites and, ceremonBroadway or Union Depot,
be rulvertiseti" Is good enough to cent*. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, ies. They are excellent friensie but
J. T. DONOVAN,all
have your attention.. -f
or-thiriAllted
New-Terk,' ante agentet,--aratt-tr,setertatt-lst*IBM ALL THROAT MIRIAM°TROUBLES.
At City Ticket-C
State.,
battle are apt to visit their wrath on OTIARANTZED SATISFACTOS
R. M. PICA.THER,
,
Remember the nanie--_1101n—
1-:-.ar of altatony la one reasemesekx
their aniftertunttheetettiters.
NET larVXDIM
arc. sty ,botst In3„rryin;: , and take no ()Mei%
"ties
- e ludiaps cans
will1.4111111111811111111.181110111818111111111111

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY

Watch the
Label

This label is a
guarantie of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
send 44owers,
that you buy the best.

IIENR1 MAIIIMEN, JR.

NEW STATE HOTEL

he Tully Livery Company

R. L. McMurtrie

Mattresses

KILL

COUCH

.wiTit Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR Cgliges

4
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POPULAR PERSON.

EON ENDA], NOV EMBUR

LODGE OF SORROW
WILL BE HEL.1) BY ELKS AT KILNTUCKY THEATER;

tr=--

Program of Music, Eulogies, Oration
and Ritual Arranged by
Order.

Public lodge of sorrow will be held
by the Elks in the Kentucky theater
Sunday afteruoon at 3 o'clock.
These who have
passed
away
since last December are W. A11E-shop
Henry Friss and William J. Dicke.
The program is as foltows:
Procesisionat, by Deal's band.
Invocation, by Rev. J. R. Henry,
of the Kentucky Avenue Presbyterian
church.
Address, by Exalted Ruler John T.
Donovan.
Quartet, "Crossing the Bar," Mrs.
Lelia Wade Lewis, William C. Grae,
Mr. SJavie Mali and
Mr. Emmett
Hamby.
19u:ogtes upon elothers W. Al
Bishop, Henry Friss and
WIlliam
pirate by Hon, J. S. Ross.
Oontraltp solo. "Abide With Me,"
TM *slew s receives a b.rthd•y present from • frnind.
Miss Marnye Dutton.
Oration, by Sen. J. W. Campbell.
Quartet, "There Is a Greets Hill
sto,•k of the Smith Sisters. gave five Far Away," Mrs. Lelia Wade 'Lewis,
dozen hats. some trimmed and othert Mrs. Wiliani C. Gray. Mr. Slavic
plain, to the Charity club for those Mail and Mr. Emmett Beebe
who need them.
"Forget-Me-Not," by the lodge.
Mies Emma Morgan, principal of
Musical number, "Largo-Handel,"
ENVOURAGED BY GENEROUS DO- the McKinley school at Mechasices Deal's orchestra.
burg, has taken a collection from the
NATIONS TO CLUB.
Closing ceremony.
pupils of money, clothing and other
Benediction, by Rev. .1. R. Henry.
useful articles for the benefit of the
Recessional, by Dears band.
Charity club. This is the first
The membership roll shows that
One School l'ontribu(es
M
-y, retool to take up t-ligritY work.
forty-seven members have peeved
Clothing and Useful Articles
away since the Paducah lodge was
of Apparel.
OBrien--'118 a quare thing about Inaugurated in 1S93. Those dying
a cousin o' mine. He has a great and the year of their death are:
habit o' walking in his sleep.
1894, E. K. Wilson; 1595, Paul S.
'Toole-- Ye don't tell me
Mr. Jap Toner, of the Charity
Can't Jonas; 1596, Nick Han and James
he be cured of it at all?
Geary;-1897, Alf. T. Rogers, Henry
club. reporti•d that George L. Allis• O'Brien---Oured of It' Sure. 'tie letir; 1598, J. H. Pieper; 1899. Andy
ton and A M Sanderson, the two the niakin
of him, he's in the police Will Fisher, William J. Barnhill
get
• who bought the
•
' `force.-Illustrate.,
Weil and Albert Blelehe 190e, J.
William S. Grief and Joseph Dicke;
19.01, H. M. Beauchamp, Ben J.. Britten. John C. Jackson, George F.
BACK UP YOUR
Spencer and Edwin B. Well; 1902,
BRAY MAIng.
Q•kyrkiy.- .44••• MeNtsity-,
Henry Hans and Arthur Coisi; 19.03.
•
C:ifford J. Wilson. George T. Her
The t
tonlight for THE DEP(X4ED PRESIDENT
the Robert Rudolph and James E
the Tennessee.
OF THE BROOKLYN BANK.
Robertson; 19.04. William E. AugusThe George Cowling to making her
tus, George M. Tagg, E. J. Bergregular tripe today, but writ take a
New York, Nov. 37.-Howard Mrs
doll, William 1. Levy, H. H. Hobson.
rest tomorrow.
well, deposed president of the BorAbraham L. Weil and Hart Bron- FIXES BUYING P01.1c1- 111 coMThe Saltillo is due out of the Ten- ough bank
of Brooklyn, who was san31ITTEE OF FOUR.
augt: 1905, George B. Detzel, Frank
nessee bound for St. Louie.
der Indictment for grand larceny and
River Staega.
Efinger, Barney
McIntyre,
Pat
The C. S. boat E. A. WoribritS, a forgery and
wee last night relea•ed
,p4m.
•••••
Cairo
O'Belen, Theodore Steyer. F. 0.
16.1
0.0. 801 ,nag-puler, le tied
up in the docks. from jail on ;30.0:et balk
Chattanooga
comusitiod
Farntam and Thomes H. Moss; 190.6.
13.3 0.3 fall
The Eagle got away tottvy for suicide today.
Testimony Refore Gioer
He cut Iii, throat and
'lit ('on) Cincinnati
Mendel W. Johnson, David L. San21 4- 5.6 rise Vicksburg after a
tow of
mission es to Methods of Comleft wrist with a razor and pen-knife
Edens/1,111e
ders, George 0. Hart and William
9.9 0.1 fall
The 'Aver stage, 11.4, a ri.•-ie of 0.2. in thS bath room
petitkin.
of tis home In
Florence
Porteous; 19.07, W. Al Bishop, Hen8.5 1.9 rise
Brook
Johnsonville
ry Fries and %Indent A. Dicke.
7.6 1,4 rise
Official Forecasts.
Maxwell, who was kicked up last
Loultviile
The program pamphlet shows the
6.7 1.9 rise
The Ohio at EvanwvilIti, not much Thursday, had felt
his humitiation
Mt.
Carmel
following offi(errs for this 3-ear:
4..1
0.0
et'd
New York, Nov. 27.-During the
change during the next 12 bows, keenly and during
his incerceratioa
Narthvilee
Exalter ruler, John. T. Donovan: government's
15.1 1.0 rime thee rise for several
Itiverstigatioa of the
days. At Mt. had appeared hopelessly desponde
Pittsburg
nt.
leading knight, John
4.9 1.3 rise Veroon. will
J.
Doriaw kmerican Tobacco company
continue falling durtng
before St.
Louis
loyal knight, Roy L. Caney; lectur- Vatted States
5.8
0.0
it'll
the next 21 hostel, At Paducah will
Commissioner Shields
•
Bubonic Plague la Abating.
Mt. Vernon
ing knight, A. W. grief; secretary. today. Thomas
9.2 0-.6 tan Mee during
B. Yuir.e, head of
the next two days. At
San Prim/elem. Cant. Nov. 27.-The
Paducah
E. W. Kitchen; treasurer. Rankim the leaf buy-titg
11.4
0.2
rise
One year or fifty years from now, your Letters
department, told haw
Cairo, no nraterial change tonght,
r kir ue taltualicio shows introh improve
Kirkland; @quire Richard D. Clem- the company fixed
in
followed by a vlow rise.
the price paid
ment and only a few verified' mace
other people's files will look as well as the day they
eats; inner guard, Jaeob Friedman: growers in order
All business a:ong the river will
to regulate the supThe Tennessee from Fkwasee to
!amain under treatment, The followtyler, Al M. Foreman: chaplain lily. A committ
were received if they are written on
ee of four director*, atop tomorrow at the ways and at the the mouth, will vontinue rleing
dur- ing! figures were given out by
Roy Daweon; trustees. Edward It he said. determlues
the
the company's dry docks. Captain Mike Williams, ing the next two day*. paliming above
board of beeeth today: , -Ernest Lackey and Sol C purchasing policy.
of
the
wave,
•
said that hostiles, was II feet at .F'iorence ton4g1st_
The buying ill
Verified cases
Dreyfuse
101
started at an average price which is ro good he thought he could take a
The litssi..--sippt from below St
Deaths
63
raised If the leaf is coming in slowly day off for th-Annicerivi.:ng. asphalts Louis to Cairo, 'will remain
about
DIRCharged as cured
NEED NO WIDENING.
Ind lowered if the trupply Is too great Taylor. of the dry docks, says tomor- stationary during
30
the next 36 boura Vert ned cases
under treatment
COUPON BOND betters by age, because it
According to his testimony, the row is his day and there will be no
8
is made slowly.
Suspecte
Chairman Tawney Says flw Panama american Tobacco
d oases
company Was buy- work.
New Stations Reduce Fare,
You cannot hasten the process of paper
Canal Locks Are All Right.
ire in every market in the Unitted
The Reeder will- -be Pet in the
Gothrie, Okla.. Nov. 27.-An order
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow
Solon. See Eastern Menace,
States, but does not attempt to con- wator today from off the ways.
method. You
w`ill be Issued tomorrow by the corWashing
ton, Nov. 27.-During his 'rot It competitors' buying
have to build a sheet of paper. That is wily a blind
Boston,
Mahe, Nov. 27.-F1l4eino
The
in any of
Bitiespert after coating this poration commiss'on requ irkitt Oklaman could
recent visit to Panama in. connection them. The chief competit
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a realm of
or. Mr. morning left for the Cumberlman homa railroads engaged In Interstate Independent* was urged by- congressother papers.
with the house COMIMittea on ao- 'faille said,
men from pret states, who addreese
were the Imperial Tobac- after ties.
business to. build teethe:re
d
The "feel" would tell him the ,character of the
-e-R-i
ri ationa. Chairman Tavirney becaln,
paper. Its
riNiSt Meeting in Faneuil hull. Rep. zoinpany. el Great Britain, and the
The
ieela
prebaVy get away state 1:nea
The interstate pastierAtrelorth and surface would tell the story of slow,
evinced that there is no artne
resentative Slaydete of Texa& said
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco company .
careful manufor the Tennessee today or tomor- get rate is 3 cents, in spite of the.
•' widening the canal. He sayw that
ties Islands whouid be made indepen.1facture.
row
fart that in many stakes the maxif continued in accordance with the LLOYD MAYBERRY GOES
The Pavane went ult the Tonnes- mum rate is the same as tn OkIa- ent at. once to prevent poseil,',
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The SUN Job Office

A Great Foot Ball Game Thanksgiving Day at 3 p. tn.
AT THE4LEAGUE BALL PARK
4111111MIMIIIV

Alexander Club Vs. The Culleys
Of Cairo

Admission, Adults 50c; Children 25c
.11111111110"'
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